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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
I.

THE PROBLEM

Few factors have shaped the history of our nation
more than the factor of religion.

This has been especially

true during the times of great revival endeavor.

Beginning

w1 th the Great Awakening, in the middle part of the

eighteenth century, and extending to the present, America
has been blessed with several revival movements which have
helped to preserve her mighty heritage.

Their influences

have been manifold, touching every aspect of life.

They

have affected the social, economic, political, and moral
life of the nation.
These revivals have been widely different in nature
and sphere of influence.

They have affected different

classes of people and resulted in innumerable benefits.
Wherever they have gone, they have turned men's thoughts
Godward and fired their hearts with a new and living zeal
for service for Him. '

.

It is also interesting to note that these great
revivals have eome at crisis periods in the history of our
nation.

The Great Awakening, which was \ the first great

revival movement, came when the young colonists began to

2

struggle tor their independence.
Dark were the conditions which preceeded the
Great Awakening but under the leadership of Jonathan
Edwards men were made to see their lost condition
and called upon God to save them.l
The empnasis placed upon the individual had great influence
upon the rebellion of the colonists.
"If' there is one tact that stands out clear-cut in
our social history, it is the heterogeneity of' the American
people.*'2

This factor, along with the feeling generated by

the f'act that American immigrants came almost entirely from
the middle and poor classes of' society, caused the early
settlers to be extremely independent and individualistic.
When the message of' a personal salvation was preached, the
people responded to the call.
The revival in the middle part of the nineteenth
century, under the leadership of Charles G. Finney, came
during another crisis period.

The young nation,was passing

through an economic and political crisis that demanded
sound judgment and clear thinking•

The emphasis which the

lawyer-evangelist lent to this Revival helped many a leader
to solve his

probl~ms

in a systematic way.

1 Frank G. Beardsley, A Histo~ ot American Revivals
(New York: American Tract Society, 19 2T; p. ~o.
2 H. u. Faulkner, American Political and Social
Historz (New York: F. s. Crofts and Company,-r94~), p. 46.
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His work as a theologian, a leader of thought, in
the development and expression of a true Christian
philosophy, and as an instructor, in quickening and
forming the thought of others, has been of much good
in the church and the world.3
The Revival under the ministry of Dwight L. Moody and
the Holiness Revival in the last half of the nineteenth
century were contemporary, and again came in a time of real
crisis.

The nation was 'passing through a period of recon-

struction, after having been cruelly broken by the strife
of the Civil War.

The canker of pride in the North and the

dismal hopelessness of the South, accompanied by an upsurge
of immorality, was running at high tide and only a revival
of heart-felt religion could stem it.

The Holiness Revival,

emphasizing the.need of a pure heart, was an extreme antithesis to the corruption evident everywhere', and was a means
of turning men's hearts back toward God.
At the beginning of the twentieth century another
great crisis was before the people.

The whole world was

about to become engulfed in a great war.

Another revival

movement, with the personable Billy Sunday as its leader,
broke upon the scene.

Attacking all forms of sin with

relentless effort, Sunday saw hundreds and thousands walk
I

down the saw-dust trail to make their peace with God.

3 Charles G. Finney, Memoirs of Charles G. Finney
(New York: A. S. Barnes and Company,-r876), p. 477.
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"The years that followed the World War, Mr. Sunday spent in
great tabernacle meetings all over the country and though
misunderstood by many, his influence was tremendous. "4
This background has enabled us to see that, at every
crisis period in the history of our nation, there has been a
need for revival.
way or another.

So far the need has been answered in some
Today, in the distance, we hear the

rumblings of a Communistic threat which would destroy all
that revivals have ever accomplished.

At the same time

almost everyone agrees that there is great need for a
religious revival.

Moreover, it seams evident that there is

a renewed interest in the subject of revivals.
The Holiness Revival was one which

exercis~d

influence upon the religious life of the nation.
the writer of this thesis has thought

~t

great

Therefore,

pr9per, if the same

results are to be hoped for in this generation, to study the
causes and extent of this specific revival as well as its
influence.
Justification of the problem.

Thus, one justifica-

tion of the problem has been its pertinency to present-day
conditions.

Also, this period of church history has been

4 Homer Rodeheaver, Twenty Years with Billy Sunday
(Nashville: Cokesbury Press, 1936), p. 1r;--
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dealt with very lightly in relation to the time and space
given to similar pnases of history.

The writer has felt

that this specific revival, the Holiness Revival, ranked in
equal importance with the other great revivals in history
and needed to be brought to the fore.
This paper has been written with several objectives
in view.

In the first place, the writer desired to become

better acquainted with the general holiness movement of
which he is a part.

No one can feel the pulse beat of the

movement in which he is working,

unle~s

of its history, origin, and development.

he knows something
Doubtless there

are many other men and women, both in the ministry and in
the laity, who are in the same position as the writer and
would welcome a study such as is developed in'this thesis.
A fUrther purpose was to study the extent of
influence of the Holiness Revival.

To do this it was

necessary to deal with the field of history as it pertained
to the period 1860-1900.

The field of education has been

considered, in regard to colleges, seminaries, and Bible
institutes.

Many social influences also were brought on

by this Revival.
Another important purpose of the paper was to give
the writer a better knowledge of the influence of the Holiness Revival upon the then existing denominations.

Due to

the writer's denominational membership, special emphasis has

6

been given to the influence upon the Evangelical Association
for it is evident that this denomination owes a great debt
to the Holiness Revival.
Delimiting

~

problem.

In delimiting the problem it

has been necessary to bring into the foreground only those
matters which the writer wished to discuss in this thesis.
To deal with a historic development of the doctrine of
entire sanctification has been well nigh impossible because
of the wide extent of the holiness movement previous to the
Revival herein investigated.
The doctrine was formulated and propagated under the
teaching and preaching of John Wesley.
in England alone that this message was
its counterpart in America.

However, it was not
preach~d,

for it had

It has been with this American

phase of the movement, especially as it was'manifested in
the Holiness Revival, that the writer has been interested.
This paper has dealt with the period of time extending from 1860-1900, the years of expansion and great
influence by the holiness ranks.

However, as already stated,

this was not the first time that holiness was preached on
our continent.

This doctrine was brought into American

Methodism by zealous missionaries from England.
these were sent by Wesley himself.

Many of

We have recorded a

statement, made by Wesley at the Conference in Leeds in 1769,
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in which he said: "We have a pressing call from our brethren
of New York (who have built a preaching house) to come over
and help them. ns

At this time he asked for volunteers and

two preachers, Richard Boardman and Joseph Pilmoor offered
themselves for this service.

An offering was then proposed

and collected to help pay the debt on the meetinghouse in
New York and the expenses of the two missionaries.

Upon

arrival in Philadelphia these men immediately began their
work.

Pilmoor began preaching on the steps of the Old State

House, known as Independence Hall.

This could probably be

called the official beginning of American Methodism.
At the organization of the Methodist Church it was
decls.red that ''the purpose of God in raising up the people
called Methodists was to spread Christian holiness over
these lands, "6 and this became the honored motto of American
Methodism.
Ministers entering the itineracy of the church, which
was then the official holiness organization in America, were
told "to save as many souls as you can • • • and with all
your power to build them up in that holiness without which

5 W. w. Sweet, Methodism in American History (New
York: Abingdon-C0kesbury Press, 1933), p. 47.
6 Methodist Episcopal Church, The Discipline of the
Methodist Episcopal Church, 1900 (Cincinnati: Jennings and
Pye, 1900), p. 3.
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they cannot see the Lord."7
With this kind of a beginning, one would feel that
the doctrine of holiness would continue to be a major
emphasis in the preaching of the Methodist ministry.

Such

was not the case, for the doctrine did not remain a vital
tenet.

The decline began early in the nineteenth century

and continued, with only intenmitent returns, until after
the Civil War.
Many reasons have been given for the decline in
interest.

The most important of these are an increased

autocratic character in the episcopacy; the declivity of the
class meeting; the forsaking of camp meeting revivalism; the
surrender of frontier itinerancy and general environmental
circumstances.8
In 1835, a writer in the Christian Advocate and
Journal deplored the fact that, "The doctrine of Christian
holiness is at the present time so little talked of and so
little enjoyed in the Methodist Church. "9

7 Elmer T. Clark, The Small Sects in America (Nashville: Cokesbury Press, 1937), p. 76.
--*In this, Clark quotes from the Methodist Discipline, 1787,
P• 22.
8 Merrill E. Gaddis, Christian Perfectionism in
America (Chicago: Unpublished Ph. D. Thesis, University of
Chicago, 1929), p. 384.
9 Clark, ~· cit., P• 48.
from the-May-8, 1835 issue of the Christian Advocate
and Journal.

* Quoted

9

By 1849 the decline was becoming so evident that the
bishops became concerned and, in their episcopal address to
the General Conference of that year, stated ''that the
doctrine of entire sanctification constitutes a leading
feature or original Methodism. '1

They also evidenced a

feeling that the doctrine was losing ground when they continued by saying, "but let us not suppose it enough to have
this doctrine in our standards."lO
During this period the name of one man, Charles G.
Finney, stands out as an exponent of the truth of holiness.
Although his preaching was not connected with the Holiness
Revival his influence upon the movement was tremendous.

No

doubt many of the students graduating from Oberlin College,
of Which Finney was president, made contributions to the
Revival.

J. A. Wood, in his book Perfect Love says:

Rev. Charles G. Finney, president of Oberlin College,
and Professor Mahan ~f the Cengregat1onal Chureh,
experienced this grace, taught it to their theological
students, and wrote much upon the subject. For years
Oberlin College sent out but few young men to the
ministry Who did not either profess or believe in this
doctrine.ll
The year 1867 must ever be regarded as an epoch in
the history of the promotion of the doctrine of entire

10 Gaddis,

~· ~.,

p. 385.

11 J. A. Wood, Perfect Love (Kansas City: Beacon Hill
Press, 1944), p. 122.
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sanctification, for it brought the inauguration of the
National Camp Meeting movement.

This movement fed directly

into the Holiness Revival and therefore, it has been given
more detailed treatment later in this paper.
Conditions at this time were such that the need for
a revival was imperative.

The United States had just

emerged from the Civil War, and the churches were greatly
demoralized and spiritually weakened.
piety.

War never fosters

The popular trend of the day seemed to be the

accumulating and laying up of great amounts of wealth by
almost any available means.

It is true that a few remained

in the faith, and yearned for an awakened interest in vital
salvation.

Camp meetings, which had proven to be such a

great power·in the early Methodist Church had fallen so far
into disrepute that the church papers were earnestly
discussing the propriety of wholly abandoning them.12
All of this had further aroused the leaders of the
Methodist Church and they spoke mournfully of the low state
of spirituality.

Even before the close of the War, in 1864,

the bishops, in their episcopal address to General Conference, had said:
It becomes us, dear brethren, to humble ourselves

12 w. McDonald, Life Sketches of Rev. Alfred Cookman
(Cincinnati: Freedman's-xid and Southern~cat!on Society,
1900), pp. 119-120.
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in the dust, in view of our manifold sins, individual
and national. We are yet, it may be feared, a haughty
and rebellious people, and God will humble us. There
can be no good reason to expect the restoration of
order and unity until we properly deplore our sins,
and retur.n to God with deep self-abasement and fervent
prayer. A gracious revival of religion, deep, pervading, and permanent, is the great demand of our times.
We beg you brethren, turn your most thoughtful and
prayerful attention to this before His throne,
pleading night and day, through the Redeemer, for the
outpouring of the Holy Ghost upon the Church, the
nation, and the world. This is our only hope: let our
faith command it, and it shall be.l3
In

18~

the bishops of the Methodist Episcopal Church,

South, in their Quadrennial Address, deplored anew the low
spiritual state of the people and pled for an increase of
inward, genuine, and scriptural holiness.

They were afraid

that the ._doctrine of perfect love, a prominent theme in the
discourses of our fathers, is being overlooked and neglected."

They further went on to say that "nothing is so much

needed at the present time, throughout all these lands as a
general and powerful revival of scriptural holiness."l4
This advice seems to have been heeded for the
Holiness Revival, already inaugurated through the National
Camp Meeting movement, began to sweep across the country and
through the entire Methodist Church.

~

s.

13 w. McDonald and J. E. Searles, The Life of Rev.
Inskip (Boston: McDonald and Gill;-18~ pp. 185-186.

14 Clark, ££• cit., P• 5J.
*Taken from the Generar-Conference Journal, 1870, pp. 164,165.
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An interesting result was the ultimate reaction, some

thirty years later, of the leaders of the Methodist Church
in regard to the revival for which they so earnestly prayed
in 1864.

In 1894 the bishops pointed out that While Method-

ism had always taught the privilege of entire sanctification
few had attained the experience.

Then they denounced and

repudiated the holiness associations, meetings, preachers,
and evangelists who were making holiness their watchword.
The bishops were seeking to bring under control the
perfectionists advocates, who were .finding themselves
uncomfortable in the complacent congregations Which
in their sophistication had outgrown the doctrine dear
to the heart of the holiness enthusiasts.l5
The bishops further deplored the tendency of groups to
separate from appointed ministers and leaders, and they
warned against unauthorized holiness meetings.

They even

went so far as to suggest legislation against such interference.

Thus, a comparison of the addresses o.f 1864 and 1894,

shows the changed attitude, on the part of the episcopacy,
toward this great Biblical doctrine.
In dealing with the extent and influences of the
Holiness Revival it has been necessary to confine this
thesis to denominations, educational institutions, and
literature.

As to the influences exerted upon denominational

history it has already been pointed out that the Holiness

15 Ibid., P• 79.
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Revival had its beginning in the Methodist Church.

With the

gradual elimination of the holiness message from this church
many smaller denominations were organized.

There were at

least six different groups which broke off from the Methodist Church due to the National Holiness Movement and the
Holiness Revival.

Each of these groups has been dealt with

in the body of this thesis.
One denomination, the Evangelical Association, though
not originating in this specific period, was tremendously
influenced by the Camp Meetings and the Holiness Revival.
Therefore, particular attention has been given in setting
its relationship to the Revival.

The Evangelical Associ-

ation was similar in doctrine to the Methodist Church but,
because of difficulties involving the preaching of the
gospel in the German language, Jacob Albright and his
co-laborers thought it best to establish their own denomination.
That the denomination was definitely aligned with the
Holiness groups has been attested by the testimony of
Albright himself.

Due to his connection with the Methodist

Church, Albright became acquainted with the doctrine of
entire sanctification and Christian perfection as taught by
John Wesley and the fathers of the Methodist movement.

He

sought this grace with all his heart and realized it in his
personal experience.

Although he left no detailed record he

14
did not attempt to conceal the fact that he had experienced
this work of grace.

He exhorted his spiritual children,

both in private and in public, to seek this great blessing.
Many testimonies, from those who personally knew and heard
him, have been preserved which bear out the fact of his
experience.

One of the great fathers of the church, who for

many years traveled with him, declared:
Albright did not merely make a profession, but he
lived in the fulness of entire sanctification. He
had complete victory over his passions. Everything
about him seemed to be under the control of the Spirit,
and he lived in perfect love to God and man.l6
Albright himself said:
I attained to a state in which my heart was almost
continually lifted up to God and realized the ability
to be temperate in all things, to love God supremely,
and my neighbor as myself • • • so that I did not
live unto myself, but to the glory of God, and the
welfare of humanity.l7
The stress which he laid upon the possession of this
grace, and the extent to which he urged the ministers to
seek, enjoy, and preach sanctification, has been seen in the
exhortations which he gave in later years to one of his
eo-laborers, George Miller.

Miller already .had served for

some time as an itinerant minister but, being sorely tempted,
was about to resign his office.

Miller said:

16 Reuben Y,akel, Jacob Albri~ht and His Co-Laborers
(Cleveland: Publishing House of thevangeliCil Association,
1883), PP• 42-43.
17 Ibid., p. 43.
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Albright asked me whether I had experienced the
grace of entire sanctification. I replied that I
could not say that I had. "Then,n he responded, "you
cannot preach holiness with power'* and exhorted me to
seek this grace earnestly and without delay, otherwise
I would not be able to endure the severe trials of the
devil for he often attacks.l8
In direct antithesis to the history of the Methodist
Church, the Evangelical Association stressed the doctrine of
holiness during the first half of the nineteenth century.
In his unpublished thesis Christian Perfectionism in America,
Gaddis said: "the dominance of the doctrine increased in the
denomination until it reached a peak in 1855-1856, the
period in which Methodist perfectionism came to low ebb. "19
In summarizing the period, from the time of Albright to the
time of the Holiness Revival, Schwab has said:
In the main this was a period of unity in regard to
the doctrine of Christian Perfection. The clashes
with Hamilton and Gehr (men who opposed the Wesleyan
view of holiness) were short, resulting in their
elimination from the church. The Wesleyan articles of
faith and discipline, adopted and maintained by the
sincere ministerial followers of Jacob Albright so far
triumphed over the old German doctrinal heritages that
it was not until 1855-56, when the real position of the
church was overstated, that a group of ministers and
members of the church, by the natural law of reaction,
began to understate the real position of the.church. It
was not until February 9, 1857 however, when Neitz
published a pamphlet setting forth these latter views,
that open controversy broke out.20
18 Ibid., pp. 43-44.
19 Ibid., p. 399.
· 20 R. K. SChwab, The Histo~of the Doetrine of Christian Perfection in the Ev~elical
soc!ition (Menilsha,
WISconsin: !he ~llegiate ress, 1922}, p. 40.
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The doctrine of entire sanctification and the
emphasis upon holy living was not a new subject inaugurated
in this period, 1860-1900.

It had been a vital factor in

the early growth of the Methodist and Evangelical churches.
The remaining chapters in this thesis have pointed out
that, through the re-emphasizing of this important teaching,
a new surge of life came into not only these churches, but
also the whole of American Christendom.
II. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS
Entire sanctification.

In order to get a full view

of the ter.m, entire sanctification, it has been necessary to
quote from several authorities on the subject:
Webster's Dictionary--to make free from sin; to
cleanse from moral corruption and polution.
Standard Dictionary--the gracious work of the Holy
Spirit, whereby the believer is freed from
sin and exalted to holiness of heart and
life.
John Wesley--Sanctification, in the proper sense, is
an instantaneous deliverance from all sin,
and includes an instantaneous power then
to cleave always to God.
.
Methodist Catechism--Sanctification is that act of
divine grace whereby we are made holy.
Daniel Steele--The act is that of removing impurity
existing in the nature of one ~lready born
of the Spirit--the deliv~rance from sin as
a tendency born wi~~ us.21

21 R. T. Williams, Sanctification, the Exyerience and
the Ethics (Kansas City: Beacon Hill Press, [n.dJ , pp. 14-15.
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Therefore when using the ter.m entire sanctification it has
been in reference to the work of grace wrought in the
believer's heart by the Holy Spirit and received by faith,
subsequent to regeneration.
medium of the Holy

Spir~t,

This work of God, through the
cleanses the heart from inward

pollution and perfects the heart in love.
Holiness movement.

There have been so-called holi-

ness movements both in Europe and America.

This paper has

excluded any movement which has not advocated the privilege
and possibility of man's attaining immediately the peace,
power, and purity of entire sanctification.

This has

eliminated the Keswickian movement which also came into
prominence on the Continent and in America.

nThe holiness

movement in the United States may be said to stem directly
from John Wesley and early Methodism. "22

This movement

embraced and advocated
a higher life or second blessing of full salvation
experienced through a single act of perfect consecration
to God, who in response completely neutralizes or
eradicates the sinful nature so as to grant a present
deliverance from the power of sin, on the condition of
abiding in an attitude of dependent life-union with the
exalted Christ.23

22 Vergilius Ferm, !a Enctclopedia 2£ Religion (New
York: PhilosoPhical Libr,ry, 194 ), p. 34.
23 R. H. Coates, "Holiness," James Hastings, editor,
EncycloE~~ ~Religion~ Ethics, v, p. 749.
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III. RESEARCH PROCEDURE
In regard to research procedures, this thesis has
been divided into two parts.

The first part has dealt with

the facts of the Holiness Revival.

In this section the

writer has set forth the background for the revival.

This

has included the economic, political, moral, and social
conditions in the national picture, as well as the condition
of the churches in respect to the spiritual status of the
laity and ministry.

There also has been included, in this

first section, a development of the Revival proper with a
recognition of such outstanding personalities as Reverend
John Inskip, first president of the National Camp-meeting
Association; Doctor and Mrs. Palmer and Susan Lankford
Palmer, co-founders of the Tuesday-meeting; Reverend Charles
Finney; Bishop Stmpson; Bishop F9wler; Reverend William
McDonald, and Reverend Alfred Cookman.

In addition to this,

the National Camp-meeting movement has been traced with
special mention given to interesting incidents and details.
In the second part the plan was to make a treatment of
the previously mentioned facts and show the extent and
influence of the Holiness Revival.

Denominational movements

of the period have been noted as well as the influence upon
educational institutions and literature.

Considerable

reference has been made to the part which the Evangelical
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Association played in the Revival and how this particular
denomination was benefited or hindered by the holiness
movement.
Research procedure has been limited primarily to
library references.

Biographies and histories, of a nature

relevant to this subject, have comprised the major part of
the bibliography.

Some references have been made to

periodicals and unpublished theses.

Since the period of

time under consideration is so far removed from the present,
it has been impossible to use many primary source materials.
Consequently, the writer has been forced to rely almost
exclusively on secondary material.
IV.

ASSUMPTIONS OR PRESUPPOSITIONS

The assumptions for the paper were these: (1) that
a revived interest in and a preaching of the doctrine of
entire sanctification gave the impetus to the Holiness
Revival of 1860-1900, (2) that the Holiness revival, in
turn, created a need for new colleges, Bible schools,
denominations, and literature.

PART I
EXTENT OF THE REVIVAL

CHAPTER II
BACKGROUND FOR THE REVIVAL
This chapter has been devoted to bringing to the
attention of the reader the background out of which the
Holiness Revival came.

It has been pointed out that all

great revivals have been influenced to a great extent by the
political, social, economic, and moral conditions of the
day.

Such was the case in this Revival.
It has been almost impossible to separate these

various phases of the existing conditions because they were
so closely interrelated.

The main issue of the early part

of the period was the problem of slavery, for it overshadowed every field, economic, political, scientific, and
moral.

The whole spiritual tenor of the nation was affected

in many ways by the all-important slave issue.
I.

ECONOMIC CONDITIONS

The period from 1846-1857 was one of economic
prosperity.

After the hard years of the 1830's there seemed

to be a trend toward economic security.
This prosperity was the result of a fortunate
combination of many causes, among which were the
rapid settlement of the national domain, the great
extension of lines of railroads, and the large
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increase of foreign commerce, especially with Great
Britain.l
uThe discovery of gold in California had pushed prices
upward and inaugurated a new era of prosperity which the
business interests were anxious to exploit."2

This period

opened a road-building fever which saw the laying of
thousands of miles of highways.
The most significant improvement was the rapid
development of railroad transportation, which was soon to
become the primary means of communication.

Mileage in-

creased during the decade to huge proportions.

Road-build-

ing proved to be a real blessing to the revival efforts, for
preachers and workers were transported to various parts of
the country with comparative ease.

This made possible the

wide extent of the Holiness Revival.
However, in an economic sense, the days that followed
the prosperous fifties were severe ones for the nation.

The

Civil War was fought over this very issue.
The institution of slavery was asserted by the Southern
states to be the keystone of their success in the same
way that paid labor was responsible in the North to have
built up the wealth of its manufacturing communities and
to have opened the grain fields of the West.3
1 Edward Channing, A Student's Histor~ of the United
States (New York: The Macmillan Company, 190 )-,-p:-462.
2 Faulkner, American Political and Social Histo£l, p. 31%
3 J. B. McMaster, A School History of the United
States (Chicago: American-Book Company, 1891);-p. 454.
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Historian Dodge also said that "the real cause for the
growing animosity was associated with the questions regard11

ing slavery. 4
After the War there was a decided change in the
economic conditions of the South.
changed from slave to free.

The labor system was

Prior to this it had been

impossible for free labor to come in, and without free labor
there had been no mills, no factories, and no mechanical
industries.

The South raised cotton, tobacco, and sugar,

and left her great natural resources undeveloped.

'1After

slavery was abolished, the South was on the same footing as
the North, and her splendid resources began at once to be
developed."5
All of this had its bearing upon the Holiness Revival.
The split over the slavery issue brought about a diversity
of feeling among the churches and a wound which was not
easily healed.

The need for the preaching of a gospel, that

could bring perfect peace to the heart, was being manifest
everywhere, and this was the message which the Holiness
Revival desired to convey.

4 T. A. Dodge, A Bird's-Eye View of Our Civil War
(New York: Houghton Mifflin Company;-The-aiverside Vress,
1883), p. 1.

5 McMaster, loc. cit.

--
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II.

POLITICAL CONDITIONS

This particular period stands out as one of the most
corrupt in American history.
unrest and change.

It was a time of political

The Republican party was beginning to

show its head for the first time and the Democratic party
was commencing to lose control.

The slave issue had a

tendency to undercut the traditional problems and eventually
became the main issue at stake.

In 1860 the Republicans

elected their first President of the United States, in the
person of Abraham Lincoln.

During his tenure the country

was guided through a treacherous war and seemed to be safely
launched into the Reconstruction period when he was suddenly
shot and killed.
After the unsuccessful attempt of Andrew Johnson to
bring the divided country back to normality, the people of
the nation pinned their hopes on the hero of the Civil War,
Ulysses

s.

Grant.

It was during his administration that the

country went to depths of corruption that embarrassed even
the leaders themselves.
Although a keen judge of military men, as is evidenced by
his selecting such officers as Sherman and Sheridan, he
had no skill in choosing civil subordinates and advisers.
Honest himself, he was unable to detect dishonesty in
others. His confidence was frequently abused by pretending friends, who brought him into disrepute, but whom,
with misguided fidelity, he was unwilling to desert under
fire.6
6 P. L. Haworth, Reconstruction and Union, 1865-1912
(New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1912r;-p. 56.
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It was the decade following the Civil War which
witnessed the almost moral collapse of the government.
Congress and state legislatures were corrupted in order to
secure granst for the railroads.

Promoters enriched them-

selves at the expense of stockholders and the government.
The notorious Tweed ring, which got its real grip on New
York City in the 70's, within three years ttlooted the
treasury of an amount which may have been as little as fifty
million dollars and may have been as much as two hundred
million.tt7

The Erie Railroad fraud was a classic example of

the corruption existing in Congress and even touched the
White House.

President Grant, although probably innocent,

emerged with a badly smirched reputation.

What was happen-

ing on a large scale in high places was happening on a
smaller scale almost everywhere else.

The general level of

political and business morality was perhaps never so low in
the United States. ·Surely the Holiness Movement could not
have entered the scene at a more appropiate time.

The

message of holiness and righteousness was a real contrast to
the political and economic corruption.
III.

MORAL AND SOCIAL CONDITIONS

War never fosters piety in moral and social conditions.

7 W. E. Garrison, The March of Faith (New York:
Harper and Brothers Publishers, 1933T, p. 62.
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During times of war

11

people in general are indifferent in

their attitude toward religion.

They are concerned with the

more practical things such as agriculture, business and
politics. ns

With the assassination of Lincoln there arose a

great tide of bitterness and resentment.

Many good people

of the North, though ordinarily sane and judicious, believed
the assassination was the result of a plot on the part of
the South and, as a result, the whole South was implicated.
This combination of grief and grievance furnished strong
popular support for the harsh policy of reconstruction as
devised by politicians, for their own ends.
The soldiers were discharged by the thousands, and
the people tried to assume the responsibility of making
provision for their needs.

The return of the soldiers was

not altogether an uplifting influence.

The women camp-

followers, who had practiced their old profession in the
rear of the ar.my, followed the men upon their return to the
cities.

Bishop Simpson said, in a speech at Cooper Union in

1866, that ''there are more prostitutes in New York than
members of the Methodist Church."9

While the Bishop was

probably dealing in rhetoric rather than exact statistics,

8 H. K. Rowe, The Risto~ of Religion in the United
States (New York: The~cmillan Company, 19241; p:-104.
9 Garrison, ~· cit., p. 2.
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the statement nevertheless gives some idea of the morals of
the times.
Reference has been made to the fact that the decade
following the Civil War witnessed what has been called
moral collapse without precedent. 11

11

a

Garrison says:

It was a period of imported culture rather superficially
apprehended; a time of Victorian elegance and mansard
roofs; a period of high regard for the conventions of
personal conduct, loose ideas of integrity in government and business, and a bad taste in art.lO
At the same time the social standards of industrial
workers were very low.

Wages were low and living conditions

almost uni£ormly bad.

An occasional humanitarian critic

pointed out the disgraceful state of the tenements and the
outrageous conditions under which women and children worked
for a mere pittance.

However, for the most part, the

leadership of the country was under the impression that
business as a whole was booming and when such is the case,
morals and social conditions are often by-passed.
Then came the financial chaos of the middle 70 t s and
with it a revival of interest in moral questions.

The

matters of Sabbath observance and the liquor question were
raised.

At the same time, true revelations of political

corruption came to the fore, and, to counteract this, a
pride in national progress inaugurated an era of reform.

10 Ibid., p. 58.
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One statement which summarizes this period, in regard
to morals and social conditions, is tta catering to the wellto-do and the raising of the standard of respectability in
ethics."ll

The Holiness Revival, in turn, made definite

thrusts against such shallow concepts of living and sought
to lift men to a knowledge of God.
IV.

THE INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION

One of the most outstanding movements of this period
was the rapid development of industry.

It was a time of

great inventions, such as the cotton gin, steam engine,
locomotive, telegraph, Atlantic cable, and reaper.
These inventions with thousands more were destroying
in a great revolution the world which Washington and
Franklin had inherited from the age of Caeser.
Whitney was to make cotton king, Watt and Fulton were
to make steel and steam masters of the world.
Agriculture was to fall behind in the race for
supremacy.l2
This was an age of real change, out of which came the prob. lems of labor and capital and supply and demand.

The

Industrial Revolution initiated the movement from country to
city and brought the problems of housing, working conditions,
child labor, and a host of related matters.

It was with

11 Ibid., p. 72.
12 Charles A. Beard and Mary R. Beard, History of the
United States (New York: Macmillan Company, 1921), p. 296:--
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problems such as these that the preachers of the Holiness
Revival were concerned, along with the message of salvation.

V. THE SPIRITUAL CONDITIONS
Religious activity had been comparatively sluggish
for several decades before the Civil War.

The one notable

exception was the period of revival which began in 1857 and
had as its central figure Dwight L. Moody.

There was not a

great amount of preaching in connection with this movement
but there were prayer meetings by the thousands.

Its

greatest success was in the eastern cities where there were
numerous converts.
Arter the war the churches were confronted with a
multitude of new problems, but, as is often the case, they
were rather slow to make adjustments to any of the new
conditions except the demand for westward expansion.

Be-

cause the denominational organizations had little energy to
spend for anything except keeping up their own groups, the
work was in the main interdenominational.
An important development during this period was a

movement which had as its purpose a modification of both
faith and conduct.

Church leaders everywhere became alarmed

at the inroads being made in orthodox circles by dangerous
liberal elements.

Previously the official declarations of

the churches, the voices of a vast majority of the pulpits,
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and the teachings

o~

practically all the Sunday school

workers had shown little deviation from the orthodox message
o~

the gospel.

However, during this period, there were

~orces

at work which were threatening to shake and crack the

walls.

There were not only the attacks from without, there

were also rumblings from within the churches.

These things

caused concern among the holiness people, and, in many
instances, precipitated the general movement out of the oldline denominations and the organization

o~

new ones •

..,...e.

Several influencesAat work during this time:

the

backwash from the Civil war; the increase in immigration;
the influence of liberal German thought; and the publication
of Darwin's Origin

o~

Species.l3

It has been

~ecessary

to

deal with each influence and the part played by each, in
shaping the thinking

o~

the people.

In spite of the work of the Christian chaplains, the
evangelistic services which had been held in the camps, and
the part that the churches had played in justifying the
cause of both North and South, the religious
much control over the country.

~orces

had lost

It had also lost most of its

control over manners and morals as well as thought.
people had a bad opinion of the church because of the
conditions during the war.

13 Garrison, 2£•

£!!•,

p. 83.

Many
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The increase of immigration was a social phenomenon
which had its ef.(ect on morals, religion, and economy.

With

steam transportation available, the volume of trans-Atlantic
travel greatly increased.

Of the nationalities coming to

the United States, the largest percent were English, Irish,
and German.

Many of the Irish were aoman Catholic and about

a third of the Germans were the same.
A considerable fraction of the German immigrants were
Freethinkers who, under the influence of liberal,
social and political movements and the Hegelian and
post-Hegelian philosophies,. had east off religion as
an outgrown superstition.l4
At about the same time, the influence of liberal
German thought was also making itself felt with the return
of certain American students from their

studie~

abroad.

The

migration of American students to German universities had
begun before the Civil War though few went abroad before
1860.
But before there were any American graduate schools
of any importance, hundreds of young Americans had
gone to Germany and brought back both method and
result of German scholarship.l5
Probably one of the most notable influences was the
publication of Darwin's Origin of Species which aroused the
voice of orthodoxy all over the country.

14 _
Ibid., p. 84.

--

15 Loc. cit.

At first this
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theory made little impression upon the American mind, but by
the end of the nineteenth century it had produced many
varied interpretations in relation to a philosophy of life
and the world.
promptly began.

Warfare between science and theology

re was

especially strong in the universities

with Harvard and Cornell being the hotbeds for the evolutionary idea.
The outstanding results of these influences were that
ilie

application of scientific methods to the study of
religion brought a decrease of emphasis upon the
supernatural; with the acceptance of the concept of
evolution there came a ehanged view of religious
authority; and finally the substitution of educational
for revivalistic methods by the church in dealing with
its people.16
Another outstanding influence upon this period, and
one which deals with the matter of revivalism, is the trend
of thought started by Horace Bushnell in his book, Christian
Nurture.

Previously, Unitarianism had challenged the

concepts of original sin, human depravity, and miraculous
regeneration but it had challenged so many doctrines that
its arguments carried little weight among those in orthodox
circles.

"But when Bushnell, a Congregational minister of

high repute, working in the very center of orthodoxy set

16 Ibid., p. 88.
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forth his ideas they brought much reaction.n17
Revivalism, in the period before the Civil War and
for some years after, was based on the assumption that the
normal process of conversion involved a crisis and sudden
change in the heart and nature of the convert.

The gist of

Bushnell's teaching was that the child in a Christian
community and a Christian home did not need a regenerating
infusion of divine grace, but rather he ought to develop
naturally into a Christian without realizing that he had
ever been anything els'e and without any emotional experience
of conversion.
It has been easy to imagine what this type of
philosophy did to a revival movement that stressed the need
of a definite work of grace in order to obtain salvation.
Since the preachers in the Holiness Revival demanded a
second definite work of grace, their denunciation of Bushnell's theory became very vociferous.
This was also a period of struggle over orthodoxy in
Biblical interpretations.

Many of the great outstanding

seminaries were coming to grips with the problems being
presented by higher critics.

At Newton Seminary {Baptist),

in 1882, the conservative president, Hovey, undertook to
oust the professor of New Testament Greek, Gould, a Biblical

17 Garrison, loc. cit.,
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scholar of the new school --and did so, by a trustees' vote
of thirteen to nine.

Another important incident of this

period, also dealing with the liberal influence, was the
publication of Charles A. Briggs' Biblical Studl•

It covered

the whole field of theology and sts.ted the liberal view, but
the conservative leaders were so busy fighting evolution
that they did not take serious issue with him.

He was,

however, brought to trial in 1893 and, as a result, left the
Presbyterian church and joined the Episcopalians.l8
Another great liberalizing influence of this period
was the strong personalities in the pulpits of the land.
Four men were preeminent.

They were Henry Ward Beecher,

Washington Gladden, Phillips Brooks, and George A. Gordon.
Of this group, probably Beecher was the most prominent.

He

advocated the new liberal positions in the theological world
and was immediately challenged by the Congregational
orthodoxy.

Almost immediately Beecher made a great affirma-

tive statement of his faith and then resigned from the
association.

Nothing the church could do would dissuade him

from his sudden action, and he spent the remaining years of
his life, without personal denominational connection, though
a minister of a Congregational church.

18 William Warren Sweet, The Storz of Religion in
America (New York: Harper and Brothers Publishers, 1939),
p. 494.
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It has been interesting to note that, during the last
part of the century, there were several heresy trials of
importance which had their beginnings in the Methodist
Church.

The trials of Borden Parker Bowne and Hinckley G.

Mitchell, were both held during this period, and no doubt
some of the criticism of these two Methodist professors came
from the holiness ranks.

11

Bowne, while neither a scientist

nor a Semitic scholar, believed in the principles of evolution and of Biblical criticism. 11 19

This view, along with

his defense of Mitchell, who had been teaching the modern
views of the Old Testament learned in Germany and who had
been attacked as a heretic and finally removed, led to his
trial, though he was finally acquitted.
During this period of history the Methodist Church,
which incidentally had been the most outstanding holiness
denomination in America, became more urbanized and less
~

revivalistic.

As a result, the groups who still held to the

old tenets of faith, stressing heart-felt religion, separated
from it.

This movement, which resulted in the forming of

many new denominations and institutions of learning, has
been the emphasis of the remaining part of this paper.

It

was a summation of all these factors, economic, political,
social, moral, and spiritual that necessitated the Holiness

19 Garrison, 2£· cit., p. 98.
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Revival, though it was the inner dynamic power from God
which made it a great influence in American religious and
social life.

CHAPTER III
PERSONALITIES IN THE REVIVAL
I.

CHARLES G. FINNEY

One of the outstanding revivalists in America was
Charles G. Finney.

A descendent of the New England Puritans,

he grew up in a part of New York where there were few
educational or religious privileges.

After receiving a

common school education and. attending an academy ·or high
school, he studied law in Adams, New York.
It was while he was at Adams that Finney had the
first religious privileges worthy of that name.
that he became interested in Bible study.

11

It was here

He found so many

references to the Scriptures in his law book, he decided to
buy himself a Bible, and he soon became deeply absorbed in
studying it.ttl

He said:

When I went to Adams to study law, I was almost as
ignorant of religion as a heathen. I had been
brought up mostly in the woods. I had very little
regard for the Sabbath, and had no definite knowledge
of religious truth.2
Finney continued in a troubled frame of mind for

1 J. G. Lawson, Deeper Experien~es of Famous Christians
(Anderson, Indiana: The Warner Press, 1911T; p. 244.
.
2 Charles G. Finney, Charles G. Finney, ~ ~erican
Revivalist (London, England: John Snow and Company, 1889),
p. 6.
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several years until he came to the decision that the Bible
was the Word of God.

Then he was faced with the alternative

of rejecting or accepting Christ.

To this he answered,

"Yes, I will accept Him today, or I will die in the attempt. "3
The decision was followed by a gigantic struggle within his
own soul.

He saw the immensity of his wickedness and cried

at the top of his voice until God heard and answered his
prayer.

Verses of Scripture seemed to pour into his soul;

he saw clearly that faith was something more than an
intellectual state, and accepted the promise of God.4
Later that same evening, as he sat alone in his
office, he had a vision of the Lord.
met the Saviour face to face.

It seemed as though he

He wept like a child, while a

mighty baptism of the Holy Ghost rolled over him.5

Of this

Finney said in his Memoirs:
No words can express the wonderful ~ove that ~as shed
abroad in my heart. I wept aloud with joy and love;
and I do not know what I said; I literally bellowed
out the unutterable gushings of my heart. These
waves came over me, and over me, one after the other
until I recollect I cried out, 'I shall die if these
waves continue to pass over me.' I said, 'Lord, I
cannot bear any more'; yet I had no fear of death.6

3 Beardsley, A History of American Revivals, p. 120.
4 Lawson, ££• cit., p. 247.
5 Beardsley, 2£• cit., p. 121.
6 Ibid., pp. 120-121.
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The following day lt,inney talked to many about their
soul, and almost every one was stricken with conviction for
sin and afterward made their peace with God.

Though he had

been fond of law, he had now lost all taste for it and for
every other worldly business.

His conversion caused a great

stir in the town and that night a capacity crowd filled the
church and heard Finney relate his testimony.

It was a

wonderful meeting and from then on, for several weeks,
services were held every night.

The revival spread through

the village and to many surrounding communities.

Practic-

ally all of Finney's former companions were brought to
Christ.?
From the very beginning, Finney's meetings were
marked by unusual manifestations of the workings of the
Spirit of God.

His first regular meetings were held in

Evans Mills, New York.
The people praised his sermons, but for two or three
weeks no one decided for Christ. Then Finney urged all
who were willing to accept Christ to rise to their feet
and all who were willing to reject Him to remain on
their seats. This was very unusual in those days and
made the people so angry that they were almost ready to
mob Finney. Next day he spent the day in fasting and
prayer, and in the evening preached with such unction
and power that a great conviction of sin swept over the
people. All night long they were sending for him to
come and pray with them. Even hardened atheists were
brought to Christ.8

7 Lawson, 2£• cit., p. 252.
8

~.,

P• 254.
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Finney's preaching had a great affect upon the
Holiness Revival.

There has been some controversy as to

whether or not Finney preached the doctrine of holiness as
expounded by the holiness preachers in his day.

However, it

has already been noted that Finney did experience a baptism
with the Holy Spirit which would be comparable to the
experience o£ entire sanctification, as set forth by the
holiness leaders.

Finney's preaching laid a foundation for

the Holiness Revival and made it possible £or the message to
gain a hearing in places where previously it would have been
turned out.
That Finney preached holiness there is little doubt.
In preaching and in dealing with individuals he endeavored
t~

show ua glimpse of the character of God, and of what

heaven was, and of the holiness required to dwell there."9
Early in his ministry he wrote of an incident which took
place in a German community, near Evans Mill, New York:
• • • they requested me to go out there and preach. I
consented; and the first time took this text: 11 Without
holiness no man shall see the Lord."
The community turned out en masse; and the school
house was filled to its utmost capacity. They could
understand English well. I began by showing what
holiness is not. Under this head I took everything
that they considered to be religion, and showed that
it was not holiness at all. In the second place I
showed what holiness is. I then showed, thirdly, what

9 Finney, Memoirs of Charles ~· Finnel, P• 68.
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is intended by seeing the Lord; and then why those
that had no holiness could never see the Lord--why
they could never be admitted to His presence, and be
accepted of Him. I then concluded with such pointed
remarks as were intended to make the subject go home.
And it did go home by the power of the Holy Ghost.
The sword of the Lord slew them on the right hand
and on the left.lO
In the records of the sermons preached by Finney,
there is further light on his views of this doctrine which
instigated the Holiness Revival.

In preaching a sermon

entitled, "Death to Sin Through Christu, and using the text
"Likewise reckon ye also yourselves dead indeed unto sin,
but alive unto God through Jesus Christ our Lord, ttll
Finney said,
No man can deny that the passage treats of sanctification. The whole question is, Shall Christians
'continue in sin' after having been forgiven and
accepted in their Redeemer? Paul labors to show that
they should, and of course that they may die to sin-even as Christ died for sin; and may also live a new,
a spiritual life (through faith in his grace), even
as Christ does a higher and more glorious life.l2
In substantiation of this point, Finney quoted
another Scripture passage:

"Having these promises, dearly

beloved, let us cleanse ourselves from all filthiness of the

10 Finney, Charles G.
Revivalist, pp. 52-53.

~inney, ~American

11 Bible• English. 1901. American Standard., ~
Holy Bible (New York: Thomas Nelson & Sons, 1901),
Romans 6:11.
12 Charles G. Finney, Sermons on GosEel Themes
(Oberlin: E. J. Goodrich, 1876), p. 386.
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flesh and of the spirit, perfecting holiness in the fear of
God."l3

In his exposition of this verse he said,

This is a very remarkable passage. Note how precept
and promise are intermingled, and how, finally, upon
the basis of a most glorious promise, is founded the
precept enjoining us to perfect holiness.l4
Evidently in that time there were those who scoffed
at the idea that it was possible to attain heart holiness
in this life, for Finney had an answer for them when he
continued in his discourse:
Now what should we think of Paul and of the Divine
Spirit who spake through Paul, if He had immediately
subjoined--'Take care lest any of you should be led
by these remarks to indulge the very dangerous and
erroneous expectation that you can 'perfect holiness,'
or 'cleanse yourselves from any sin, either of flesh
or spirit, in this world?' Would not this have been
trifling with the intelligence and Christian sensibility of every reader of his words through all time?
Should we not account it as substantially blasphemous?l5
Finney was outstanding in his denunciation of the
view which so many held during that time, namely, that one
could not be delivered from all sin.

In this same sermon

he said,
It is treason with the case of the Christian who says,
'I expect to sin every day I live,' and says it with
unmoved carelessness. You expect to be a traitor to
Jesus each day of your life; to crucify Him afresh each
day • • • and yet you talk about having a good hope

13

A.s.v.,

II Corinthians 7:1.

14 Finney, 2E• cit., p. 387.

--

15 Loc. cit.
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through grace? But tell me, does not every true
Christian say, 'Do not let me live at all if I can
not live without sin; for how can I bear to go on
day by day sinning against Him whom I so much love.l6
Finney exhorted his people to seek this experience
and often spoke pointedly to those who were living outside
their possibilities in grace.

In a sermon on ''Be filled

with the Spirit,u in which he was preaching on the necessity
of being sanctified, he said,
Christians are as guilty for not having the Spirit as
sinners are for not repenting. They are even more so,
for they have more light and are so much the more
guilty. All beings have a right to complain of
Christians who have not the Spirit. You are not doing
work for God, and He has a right to complain. He has
placed His Spirit at your disposal, and if you have it
not, He has a right to look to you and to hold you
responsible for all the good you might do did you
possess it • • • • When will professors on religion
set themselves to work, filled with the Spirit? If
I could see this church filled with the Spirit, I
would ask nothing more to move this whole mighty mass
of minds.l7
While at another preaching station, he pointed out
that when Christians do not expect this blessing from Christ
they do not receive it.

He warned of the danger of having

so much light on the provisions made in the Bible, for present sanctification, and then rejecting this light, as if
the gospel made no provision for cleansing the Christian

16 Ibid., p. 391.
17 Charles G. Finney, Lectures on Revivals of Religion
(New York: Leavitt, Lord and Company, 1835), pp. 111,113.
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from his sin.l8
This seemed to be the central message that Finney
preached as he traveled across the country holding great
revival meetings.

There is nothing on record to indicate

that his zeal and contention for this important doctrine, as
a necessity to Christian living, subsided in later life.
There is evidence that during the last years of his life,
while president of Oberlin College, he impressed the need of
heart holiness upon the students who came to study there.l9
When first called to Oberlin, he was requested to bring a
tent in which to hold meetings.

At the very top of the

center pole was a streamer upon which was written, in very
large characters, "HOLINESS UNTO THE LORD."

This streamer

suggested the moral and ethical emphasis which characterized
Finney's ministry and also showed his theological stand on
the doctrine of Christian perfection.20
By these insights into his personal experience and
preaching emphasis, it has been possible to see why Finney
became the upillar of fire 11 that prepared the way for the

18 Finney, Sermons 2Q Gospel Themes, pp. 396-397.
19 Reference here is to the statement of J. A. Wood
in his book, Perfect Love, p. 122, '1Finney experienced the
grace, taught it to his theological students, and wrote much
upon the subject. '1
20 Gaddis, Christian Perfectionism in America, p. 320.
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Holiness Revival.

There is no way of knowing how many heard

the message of holiness for the first time from the lips of
this man of God, but doubtless many who sought the experience at subsequent holiness camp meetings could point to
Finney as the one who awakened the need in their hearts.
It has been interesting to note that in this specific
area, the Northeastern states, the Holiness movement made
its greatest progress in the early revival days of the
National Camp Meet:tngs.

Surely Finney helped lay a good

foundation for the Palmers, Inskip, McDonald and others to
build upon.
II.

THE PALMERS

Although comparatively unknown outside of holiness
circles, Doctor and Mrs. W. C. Palmer and Mrs. Susan
Lankford Palmer have been called the pioneers of the
Holiness Revival.

Their lives blended in a most remarkable

way, solely for the glory of God and for the spreading of
true Christian holiness.
Doctor W.

c.

Palmer.

During the early days of the

movement, this sainted man of God was known as ••the beloved
physician.n

Born in Middletown, New Jersey, on February 9,

1803, he later moved with his parents to New York City.
Here he was soundly converted and joined the Methodist Church,
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in whose work he was vitally interested until the day of his
death.
As a young man he was ambitious, and as a scholar he
was unusually keen; hence at the age of 22 he graduated
as a Doctor of Medicine from Rutgers College of
Physicians and Surgeons at New York City. In his
chosen field as a medical man he was destined to be
distinguished; but his greatest distinction lay in his
contacts with sinful souls, rather than sick bodies.21
In 1827 he married Miss Phoebe Worall.

The union of

this young medical man with this pious lady was surely
ordered of God.

Heaven itself sanctioned this union of

kindred spirits with the salvation of souls.

They we.re both

exceedingly winsome in their approach to the sinner.

It has

been reported that during the revival that swept New York in
1831-32, Doctor Palmer, in doing personal work, ••won fifty
to Christ before he had anyone refuse the invitation to
accept Christ as their Savior.tt22
11

Some ten years after their marriage, Mrs. Palmer

experienced the blessing of entire sanctification as a
definite work of grace. 0 23

This climaxed years of longing

and hungering for holiness, and created a desire in her
husband's heart for the fUllness of the blessing.

After

21 R. s. Nicholson, "A Trio of Chosen Instruments,"
The American Holiness Journal, 1~7, April, 1942.
22 Loc. cit.

---

23 George Hughest The Beloved Physican (New York:
Palmer and Hughes, l884J, p. 40.
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earnest seeking, he too was sanctified.
This experience, which took place at a camp meeting
explains his love for the ''camps 11 and his support of them in
spreading Scriptural holiness over the land.

Both he and

his wife were at Vineland, New Jersey when the National
Camp Meeting Association was formed to promote holiness by
the camp meeting method.
Two months of each year were devoted to itinerant
evangelism by this beloved physician and his pious
companion. But in 1859 he heard God's call to lay
aside his medical work and devote his entire time
to evangelism. Thus began his full time Gospel work,
which he never ceased to ~he day of his death.24
Phoebe Palmer.
W.

c.

Mrs. Phoebe Palmer, wife of Doctor

Palmer, was no doubt the outstanding woman leader in

the holiness movement of this time.

Born in 1807, she was

converted in early childhood and lived an exemplary Christian
life.

Yet she recorded in her diary ttthat her spiritual

life was unsatisfactory to herself.u

She further confessed

a "lack of fervor, faith and courage in serving the Lord and
felt there must be some hindrance or her longing for the
blessing would be rewarded."25
Ten years after her marriage, she was led into the
Canaan of Perfect Love by her sister Susan, who then was

24 Nicholson, 2£• cit., p. 8.
25

.!£.!.£.,

p. 11.
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living with her.
sanctification.

Susan was desperate about Phoebe's
She was conducting holiness meetings in

Phoege's home and felt it would never do to hold such
spiritual and definitely holiness meetings there while
Phoebe was not in possession of the experience.
11

exhortation from Susan, Phoebe said,

After much

I determined ne.ver to

rest, day or night, until I knew that the spring of every
motive was pure and that the consecration I made was wholly
accepted."26
This was followed by a period of real heart-searching
and earnest prayer.

Finally her soul's desire was met by

God and she became a blessed witness to the truth of
holiness.
That her influence, within holiness circles, was
great cannot be denied.

Many testimonies were given by

people whom she contacted for God.

The following is an

example of her influence upon a modern Apollos to whom she
taught

11

the way of God more perfectly."

Reverend T. B.

Roberts, general superintendent and founder of the Free
Methodist Church gave this testimony:
We feel life-long obligations to Dr. and Mrs. Palmer,
and hold their memories in the highest veneration. In
the year 1849, the second year of my ministry, I
experienced the blessing of holiness through the labors
of Mrs. Palmer, at a camp meeting held in Collins, Erie

26 Nicholson, loc. cit.
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county, New York. Mrs. Roberts, before she was
married, was for four or five years a member of Dr.
Palmer's class in the old Allan Street Church, N. Y.,
and he was instrumental in leading her into full
salvation.27
After recounting all her accomplishments in life,
men have been prone to marvel at her stamina, for aside from
her home duties, which included the raising of three children
to maturity, she
conducted a weekly meeting in her house for more than
three decades, save when she was itinerating for God;
edited 11 The Guide to Holiness" for many years, and
carried on a most amazing volume of correspondence;
wrote not less than six large books, and three or
four small ones in addition to the songs, poems, etc;
traveled thousands of miles annually throughout the
United States and Canada and spent four years in the
Old World. 28
Susan A. Lankford Palmer.

The name of the sister of

Phoebe Palmer has been included because she had such an
influence in winning Phoebe to a life of holiness.

Like

Andrew of old, who won Peter, whose fame became greater than
his own, this consecrated sister worked behind the scenes in
bringing the truth of holiness to many a soul.

Years later,

after her own husband had died and Phoebe also had passed
on, she married Doctor Palmer and for several years these
two faithfully continued the work which had been carried on

27 George Hughes, Fragrant Memories of the Tuesday
Meeting (New York: Palmer and Hughes, 1886):-p:-!47.
28 Nicholson,~· cit., p. 12.
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so long by Phoebe Palmer.
Susan was born in 1806 in New York City and was saved
at the age of thirteen.

Even though she was in a very

unfavorable environment, in school, she immediately began to
hunger for holiness.

A wise class leader, placed in her

hands a copy of Wesley's Plain Account 2£ Christian
Perfec~

and she read it with deep interest.

attending a camp meeting,

11

Later, while

she obtained a clean heart and

joyfully walked with the Lord."29
A treatment of the life of the Palmers would not be
complete without an added word in regard to the Tuesday
Meeting, the forerunner of the National Holiness Camp Meeting Association.

Phoebe Palmer's name has long been linked

with this well-known organization, but in actuality the work
was started by her sister Susan in 1835.
The Tuesday Meetings grew out of Monday afternoon
social meetings which aimed at aiding the poor and distressed.
This additional work soon took so much of Susan's time that
she suggested that similar meetings, with the emphasis on the
doctrine of holiness, be held each Tuesday afternoon at the
home of Doctor Palmer.

In 1840 Doctor and Mrs. Palmer

accepted the proposal and the Tuesday Meetings continued to
be held at their home until 1860 when it was moved to

29 Nicholson, loc. cit.
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another location because of overcrowded conditions.

Under

God's blessing it continued to grow until after it had
observed its fiftieth anniversary and was a real factor in
the spread of true holiness over the land.30
The meetings usually opened with the reading of
Scriptures, the singing of gospel songs, and prayers.
testimony meeting followed.

A

Usually several ministers,

representing different denominations were present.

In

spite of the several denominations there was little sectarianism, for this was all destroyed by the Spirit of the
Lord.
theory.

The Bible was the text book, rather than human
These meetings were not for controversy, debate, or

speech-making, but for the propagation of holiness.31
An examination of the names of those who attended

these gatherings has revealed something of the outreach and
influence of the Tuesday Meetings.
What a gathering this was 1 Venerable bishops and
their ladies; editors of church organs, educators,
missionaries, evangelists, laymen, housewives,
philosophers, maidens in their tender years, and
aged warriors. All were anxious to know more about
the deep things of God, and were all desirous of
spiritual fellowship with those who loved the Lord
out of a pure heart. A register of those who
frequented these meetings would seem like a roll of
the leading Holiness spokesmen of that day. Indeed
it was! There one might see such figures as Olin,

30 Ibid., PP• 12-13.
31 Ibid., p. 12.
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Dempster, Bangs, Janes, Hamline, Peck, Upham, Watson,
Cookman, Updegraff, Foster, Lowery, Keen, Reedy,
Hall, Cooke, Foot, Dunn, Hu~hes, Mills, Carter, Ward,
Adams, Mervin, and others.3
.
III.

JOHN S. INSKIP

The statement has often been made that no movement
will rise higher than its leadership.

It was fortunate for

the holiness movement that an able leader was raised up to
head its organizational activity.
The agents whom God employs for special work, are
marked men,--men who seem, by special enduement, to
be leaders; and who at once, by their superior
adaptation, command public attention, and take their
place, by genera~ consent in the front ranks.33
It was this kind of a man, in the person of Reverend
John

s.

Inskip, who became the leader and first president of

the National Holiness Camp Meeting Association.
John

s.

Inskip was born August 10, 1816, to Edward

and Martha Inskip, in Huntingden, a small but historic town
in England.

Of his ancestors Inskip said,

So far as I am informed, I am happy to say, they were
without rank o~itle. They belonged to the honest
yoemanry of their day. There were among them several
who took the impress of their character from their
neighbor, Oliver Cromwell. On political and church
ques tiona, they were "reformers. 1' One of my uncles

32 Ibid'lJ' 12-13.
33 McDonald and Searles, ~ Life of Rev. John
Inskin, pp. 9-10.

s.
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who obtained some political celebrity, died in the
act of making a speech~ at a reform meeting. They
were all "Dissenters••."4
When John was five years old the family decided to
come to America.

They came to Philadelphia and proceeded

to Wilmington where the father engaged in business.

At

Wilmington, the father, already a disbeliever, became more
and more skeptical in his religious views; as well he
might, for Wilmington was a center for liberalism and
skepticism.

Distinguished infidel lecturers visited the

town to enlighten the people on religious subjects.35

On

the other hand Martha Inskip was a pious woman who held a
reverent-regard for the Scriptures and encouraged her
children to do the same.
At one time John had a great desire to attend the
Sabbath school, and asked permission of his mother
to do so. She replied that she would ask his father,
but feared he would not allow it. When asked, he
would not consent. This caused John much regret and
many tears.36
It was not long, however, until the young lad had
imbibed his father's sentiments and was following in his
footsteps.

11

But the conversion of his sister and of a day

laborer on his father's farm, a most desperate character,

34 Ibid., p. 10.
35 _
Ibid., p. 13.
36 Ibid., p. 14.
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made a deep impression upon his mind. n37

Some weeks later

he attended a church service in which he heard Reverend J.

s.

Taylor preach, with unction, on ''Who is on the Lord's

side?u

Under the guidance of an old class leader, he was

invited to remain after the church service and was soundly
converted.

Even though he knew that he would be sorely

persecuted at home, he told his mother that he had been
saved and had joined the Methodists.
11

His mother answered,

I am very sorry, as all your religion will be over in a few

days.

You are too young; and you have not weighed the

matter seriously."38
He began to hold services in his father's blacksmith
shop, although his father severely criticized him.

These

services grew, as time went on, and proved to be a blessing
to all who attended •. Inskip himself became an exhorter and
led many into a knowledge of heart-felt salvation.

One of

the outstanding events of these services occurred in the
Spring of 1834 when tta very gracious revival of religion
broke out among the people in the neighborhood, extending to
all classes.

Among the subjects of this revival were two of

Mr. Inskip's sisters. 11 39

37

~.,

p. 16.

38 Ibid., p. 19.
39 Ibid., p. 27.
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When his father heard the facts of the case he
ordered young Inskip to leave or to give up the Methodist
meetings.

John's only response was, "Father, by the grace

of God, I'll save my soul."40

With these words he left and

went to the home of his class leader to talk over the matter.
Upon returning the next day, to pack his clothes, he found a
changed attitude on the part of his family, and after prayer
and entreaty both the father and mother were saved.

This

was an auspicious beginning for the young leader.
Early in his life, Inskip seems to have been
impressed with a divine call to the work of the gospel
ministry.

His father, now that he had become a Christian,

was anxious to give his son every advantage possible, to fit
him for his life work, and arranged to send him to school.
Although there is little on record to show his college work,
a letter written to his parents, in 1835, reveals two
important facts in his life,

11

first, that he was, for a time,

a student in Dickinson College; and secondly, that at this
early period in his life he experienced the blessing of heart
purity."41
He was licensed to preach in 1835.

He was a circuit

rider and for a number of years very successful in leading

40 Ibid.

--'

p. 28.

41 Ibid., p. 34.
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many souls to the Lord.

A significant event, during these

years was his marriage to Miss Martha J. Foster of the Cecil
County circuit, Pennsylvania.
He was accustomed to say that to her, under God,
more than to any one else, he owed his ministerial
success, as well as his domestic bliss. Never were
two hearts more closely united, and never did two
labor more harmoniously in the cause of God.42
The next years he spent in the pastorate, with much
success attending his labor.

He served numerous country

appointments before being sent to the city.

He was in

Philadelphia during the first slavery disputes and, when the
Catholic-Protestant riot broke out, a meeting was held in
his church to plan proceedings against the Roman Catholics.
11

Inskip himself was a leader in the protest against the

Catholics who had managed to secure the expulsion of the
Bible from the public schools. 11 43
From the very first part of his ministry, Inskip was
interested and concerned in the doctrine of entire
sanctification.

At the time of his ordination, when the

questions which concern this do9trine were addressed to him
by the presiding bishop, he stated that he came very near
the reception of this great truth.

A bit of encouragement,

from one who knew the deep things of God and who had skill

42 Ibid., p. 45.
43 Ibid. , p • 4 9 •
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in directing the honest inquirer, would have led him into
the experience.

It also has been established that, during

his early ministry, that is up until 1854, he virtually
discarded the experience though he firmly held the dogma as
a part of his Methodistic creed.

His denominational pride

forced him to tenaciously contend for the doctrine even
though he had discarded it.

During this period he became

exceedingly hostile to anyone professing it as an experience.
It has already been noted that Inskip had showed
interest in the doctrine of entire sanctification during his
early ministry.

While attending Dickinson College in 1832

he was sanctified, but he lost the experience because he
failed to confess what God had done for him.

By putting his

light under a bushel, it went out, as has been the case with
thousands of others.

Thus Inskip had difficulty in getting

established in this important work of grace.
In April, 1864, Inskip received an appointment, from
the New York East Conference, to the South Third Street
Methodist Episcopal Church in Brooklyn.

From the beginning

of this pastorate his spiritual state seems to have improved.
F~equent

references to his religious experience were made in

his journals of this period.
May 3. The Lord is favoring me with a good state of
mind. My heart is in the work. Oh that I may have
grace and strength to labor for my Master!
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May 19. Had a profitable day in my study. Seem
finally to have come back fully to former ministerial
habits • • • • My work is now interesting and pleasant.
My heart is in it. I really love to work for the Lord.
A wide and promising field is open before me. Oh that
I may labor efficiently and with a single eyel
June 1. Find the experience of some of the dear old
saints belonging to my class, very interesting and
profitable. Our meetings are all so spiritual that
we must certainly, ere long, reap some fruit.44
In this same year, during the month of August,
Inskip, in company with his wife, went to the Sing-Sing camp
meeting.

Mrs. Inskip had been seeking a richer experience

and went hoping that God might lead her into the enjoyment
of perfect love.
On Friday, the 19th, she was Divinely assisted to
claim the blessing, and by faith rejoiced in its
realization. It was a day of great joy to her heart,
and the beginning of a new life.45
When Inskip heard that his wife had entered into the
experience of entire sanctification, he was greatly mortified.
He repeatedly had mentioned the need in his own heart for a
closer walk with God but for some reason had been greatly
prejudiced against the experience of holiness.

"He felt his

need of 'more religion,' a 'deeper work of grace,' and a
'baptism of the Spirit.'

But the idea of entire sanctific-

ation had become repulsive to him. n45

44 Ibid., p. 149.
45 _
Ibid., p. 150.
46 _
Ibid., p. 151.
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On their return to the church in Brooklyn, Mrs.
Inskip gave public testimony of what had taken place at
Sing-Sing.

She exhorted and expressed the conviction that

it was what the whole church, not only needed, but should
seek at once.

To all of this, Inskip agreed and within his

own soul there was a strange stirring.
This unsettled state of soul continued until the.
following Sunday when, somewhat against his own feelings,
Inskip preached on the text, "Wherefore seeing we also are
compassed about with so great a cloud of witnesses, let us
lay aside every weight, and the sin which doth so easily
beset us • • • n47

After having_unusual liberty in preaching,

he exhorted the people to lay aside every weight and make a
consecration of their all to the Lord.
He sought to make this point ver7t clear, and emphasized
it with increased earnestness.
'Let us now lay aside
every weight, 11 he said, '1and the sin which doth so
easily beset us. 11 He dwelt upon the thought; and as he
continued to urge the admonition, a voice within said,
••do it yourself. 11 He paused a moment, and the
admonition was repeated, 11 Do it yourself, and do it
now." He was not long in deciding what course to
pursue. In the same earnest manner he said: ''Come
brethren, follow your pastor. I call Heaven and earth
to witness that I now declare I will be henceforth wholly
and forever the Lord's. 11 Having gone so far as to give
himself to God in an everlasting covenant, his faith
gathered strength, and looking unto Jesus he exclaimed
with unutterable rapture, ''I am, 0 Lord! wholly a.nd
forever thine 1'1 In this act of mingled consecration
and faith, the great work was accomplished, and he was

47 A.S.V., Hebrews 12:1.
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then and there divinely assured of its consummation.
The bliss, the peace, the triumph of that hour, he
never lost sight of. It was to him a new life.48
His whole ministry was changed.

That very night he

saw eight souls bow at the altar seeking salvation.

The

revival continued until more than three hundred were
converted, a large number fully sanctified, and a special
meeting for the promotion of holiness established and held
weekly in the parsonage.
A new peace came into his soul.

In his Journal he

wrote:
Peace--sweet peace--holy peace! I have been happy and
joyous before, but never so peaceful. The sensation
of triumph and exultation I have often felt, but I
never knew so well the rest of faith. I love God's
cause more and more. My whole heart is -in this work.49
An interesting side light is that Inskip, for many
years, had been a habitual user of tobacco.
to the practice, he used to say, that

11

In referring

he used as much or

more than any other man of his time. "50

Until the time when

he was entirely sanctified, he had attempted to give it up
but it had been in vain.

However, some time after his

experience, he writes in his Journal,

48 McDonald and Searles, 2£• cit., p. 152.
49 Ibid., p. 154.
50 Ibid., p. 157.
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My mind has been exercised in regard to the use of
tobacco. I have for many years been an inveterate
smoker. I now feel disposed to abandon the practice.
My only difficulty relates -to the effects which may
follow. My system has been so long under the
influence, that I fear giving it up all at once will
prove such a shock as will be difficult to bear.
For Christ's sake I can most cheerfully make the
sacrifice. Praise the Lord, He will direct mel51
A few days later the habit left him and the
inclination to use it was entirely overcome.

The appetite

never returned, and the practice became so offensive to him
that he actually loathed it.

Nothing but the power of

grace could have so changed this man's appetite, after so
many years of indulgence.
His church became a flame of revival.

Sinners were

converted and believers entered into the experience of
perfect love.

His whole ministry seemed wrapped up in the

one supreme desire to give forth the message of full
salvation.

Few believed that the work would long continue.

Even some of his ministerial brethren said,
Poor Inskip, he is a jovial, good-hearted fellow;
what a pity that he should have gone among those
holiness fanatics! But he will be over it soon. It
is a religious spasm.52
Such was not the case.

A fire had been kindled in the soul

of John S. Inskip which could not be put out.

51 _
Ibid., pp. 157-158.
52 Ibid., p. 160.
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Everywhere he went he proclaimed this great doctrine
of holiness.

''It soon became impressed upon his mind that

God had called him to a special work, in the spread
of scriptural holiness."53

After establishing e. holiness

meeting in his own church, he went out and este.blished
similar works in other churches.

His whole preaching

emphasis lay in the necessity of a holy church, and
especially a holy ministry.

In one of his journals he wrote:

It is to be hoped that we will seek to restore the
old land-marks. We must revive the old doctrine of
Christian holiness. However much this blessed truth
has been abused, we must again, and with renewed
earnestness, press it upon the attention of the people.
The Lord will have a holy people among men. Among our
preachers the matter is attracting attention. Oh, how
much more could be done if we all would come up to the
standard of' the Gospel, and live in the enjoyment of
the baptism of fire154
Again he wrote:
My spirit is stirred within me, and sometimes I can
hardly contain myself. It seems I must go forth
everywhere and proclaim the great salvation. The
Lord, I think, has called me to arouse the church
on the subject. I begin to feel I am specially called
to such a work, so far as my duties to my charge will
allow. I shall embrace every opportunity to go forth
and proclaim 'full redemption' through the blood of
the Lrunb.55
From these excerpts, it has been possible to feel

53 Ibid., p. 161.
54 Ibid., pp. 162-163.
55 Ibid., p. 169.
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something of the zeal, enthusiasm and fervor that he exercised in promoting the work of holiness in this country.
One outstanding characteristic of his ministry was his
definite, clear way of presenting the cause of holiness.
He said,
I find it exceedingly profitable to make the subject
of holiness a topic of conversation, as a definite
and distinct work. The method of generalization is
a snare. If I would keep up the tone of my
experience~ I must be definite and clear in my
testimony.o6
Insldp was a versa tile individual, not only being
adept at organizational and administrative duties but a
great preacher and writer as well.

From 1876 until his

death he was the editor of nThe Christian Standard and
Home Journal" of Philadelphia.

He was an evangelist of

outstanding ability, and personally conducted more than
fifty camp meetings.57

From 1881 to 1882, he took an

extensive evangelistic tour and conducted meetings in
England, India, and Australia.

During this campaign he

conducted over 500 public services, and witnessed over
5,000 conversions.

During this same trip, he wrote more

than 160 columns of editorial matter for his paper and

56~.,

p. 180.

57 "Inskip, John s., '1 Encyclopedia Americana (New
York: The Encyclopedia Americana Corporation, 1920), XV,
pp. 165-166.
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conducted an extensive correspondence.58
To mention all the important incidents in the lire or
this great leader has been impossible.

One incident, Which

took place in 1867 while he was a pastor at Green Street
ChurCh, New York, was outstanding.

One Sunday evening a

hungry Negro washer-woman slipped away rrom home and into
his church to hear him tell or a blessing which God had ror
his children who were desperately hungering and thirsting
after righteousness.

This humble ex-slave sat on the back

seat and cried out her heart, uDat•s me, 0 Lord.n

Thus,

Amanda Smith received the baptism with the Holy Spirit and
went forth in her astonishing ministry for God and
holinesa.59

No one can estimate the rar reaching influence

of that experience.

It has been felt on rour continents

where she successrully proclaimed the power of Jesus to
save to the uttermost.

If Inskip's entire ministry had

accomplished nothing more, than the bringing of the message
of full salvation to this saint of God, it would have been
a great success.

58 "Inskip, John S., 11

!£.£.•

cit.

59 w. W. Cary, "Historical Development of the
Doctrine of Christian Perfection, 11 The American Holiness
Journal, 1:41, April, 1942.
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IV.

WILLIAM MCDONALD

When John S. Inskip fell at his post of duty, his
faithful associate, Reverend William McDonald was elected
to the presidency of the National Camp Meeting Association.
For many years it had been the accustomed procedure, at the
camp meetings, for Inskip to preach on Sunday morning and
then in the afternoon.
Brother McDonald would for an hour hold the vast
congregation by his deliberate and forceful presentation of 'the central truth of Christianity,' and
almost compel assent thereto. The discourse being
ended, Inskip would follow in a mighty exhortation
that stirred people tremendously.60
It is easy to see why McDonald was
second president of the Association.

chose~

as the

His close cooperation

with Inskip made it possible to continue the work almost
uninterruptedly after Inskip's death.

It has not been easy

to determine the full extent of his influence upon the
Holiness Revival.

He was a great writer, however, and his

contributions in this field were many.

Most outstanding

were his biographical sketches of John Inskip and Alfred
Cookman.

In these books he left valuable information

concerning the formative years of the National Holiness
Association.

60 George Hughes, "The Holiness Movement, 11 The Heart
and Life Magazine, 6:7, July, 1917.
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Aside from his ability as a writer, he was an
outstanding preacher and faithfully defended

11

the faith

once delivered. tl
McDonald was a man of commanding presence. His style
in preaching was deliberate, logical and conclusive.
If he had an antagonist berore him they were quite
sure to feel the force of his well-aimed blows. Being
thoroughly conversant with the subject of entire
sanctification, in its various phases, he knew how to
refute prevailing errors.61
After a short tenure of office, McDonald was
compelled to give up, in 1893, his official position as
president of the National Camp Meeting Association.
However, in his retirement, he still witnessed at every
given opportunity, to full salvation through word and
pen.
V.

ALFRED COOKMAN

Few men have been called from the church militant who
have left a more widely-extended and hallowed influence than
Alfred Cookman.

He was not a genius in the pulpit, nor did

he have great intellectual powers or persuasive eloquence,
but he was God's man, in the place God had for him.

Bishop

R. S. Foster once said concerning this man ''The orie quality
in which he seemed to me to rise • • • above every man it has

61 Hughes, loc. cit.
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been my privilege to know, was the sacredness of his entire
life. "62
Cookman was born in a parsonage in Columbia,
Pennsylvania, January 4, 1828.

As a boy, he was converted

at Carlisle where his father was pastor.

He lost this

experience of saving grace but while attending a camp
meeting in Washington, D. C., he was genuinely reclaimed.
At the age of sixteen Cookman began conducting class
me£tings and in 1845 was licensed to preach.

Just before

leaving the home circle, his mother made this remark to
him: '1My son, if you would be supremely happy or extremely
useful in your work, you must be an entirely sanctified
servant of Jesus."63
With these words ringing in his ears, and the added
conviction that his mother's prayers were following him,
it is no wonder that the young preacher sought for that
added work of grace known as entire sanctification,

11

which

in all his subsequent life, was the sum of his soul, the
continual theme of his ministry, and the splendor of his
remarkable career.tt64

62 R. s. Nicholson, "Alfred Cookman--Zealous Saint, 11
The American Holiness Journal, 1:35, March, 1942.
63 S. 0. Garrison, Forty Witness~ (New York: Phillips
and Hunt, 1883), p. 283.
64 McDonald, Life Sketches of Rev. Alfred Go~~~'
p. 60.
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It was during a church dedication service, at one of
his preaching points, that the work of entire sanctification
was done.

Bi~hop

Hamline was

message he gave an altar call.

pr~aching

and after the

Cookman, along with some of

his people, knelt at the place of prayer to receive a pure
heart.
According to Cookman's own testimony, he spent eight
weeks of real victory and blessing.

However, when he got to

the Annual Conference,
He gave himself to such levity, story-telling, and
foolish joking that almost before he realized it,
he had suffered serious loss; for the tender Spirit
was grieved, and the witness of the Holy Spirit to
his entire sanctification was lost.65
F'or almost ten years he went from place to place, in
the eyes of the world growing in popularity and ability, but
inside he was constantly aware of a leanness in his soul.
During those years he became very successful and his fame
was spread over the entire church.

11

He was in demand at

dedications, missionary and anniversary meetings; and to deliver addresses before various religious and civic bodies.'166
Arter a long struggle, in 1856, while pastoring a
church in Philadelphia, he regained the experience of entire
sanctification.

Some have argued that to be definite along

65 Nicholson, ££• cit., pp. 37-38.
66 Ibid., p. 38.
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the line of holiness tends to restrict and lessen one's
ministry.

Cookman's experience has shown the foolishness of

such reasoning for:
Whereas his sermons had hitherto flashed-with the
lightening of genius and he had be en called 1' a son
of eloquence," he was now renowned for his piety.
The sincerity of his piety was so great that whether
men heard him preach or not, they were struck with
the heavenliness of his countenance when they met
him, or watched him as he walked the streets of his
city. 67
Cookman's greatest contribution to the Holiness
Revival was posited in his preaching at the various camp
meetings.

He prepared and sent out the

11

Calln for the first

meeting of the National Holiness Camp Meeting at Vinele.nd in
1867.
He was so attached to the camp meetings that often
when his congregations granted him summer vacations
he was almost sure to spend the time going from one
to another camp meeting, where he labored incessantly
for the salvation of souls.68
Practically all the prominent camps as well as many
of the smaller ones were benefited by his preaching.

The

one outstanding sermon he preached and repreached, and
almost made a stock phrase during the camp meetings, was
"Alfred Cookman, Washed in the Blood of the Lamb. 11
At the very height of his ministerial career at the

67 ~-, p. 39.
68 Loc. cit.
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age of 41, Cookman was called home to be with God.
was

11

His life

burned up" in his passion and zeal for the cause.

often said,

iii

He

would like to die, if it were God's will,

with my armour on, and preach by my death as well as by my
life. ''69

His wish was fulfilled, for just three weeks

before his death he preached his last sermon and "though
feeble in health; his soul was burning with desire to spread
holiness.u7o
VI.

MATTHEW SIMPSON

While the major part of Bishop Simpson's ministry
antedated that of Inskip, McDonald, and Cookman, his name
has not appeared until now in this paper, because his
contribution to the Revival was not as great as the others.
Simpson, however, was a promoter of the Holiness Revival,
and lent his support wherever it was possible to do so.
It has been generally conceded that, among Methodism's
celebrities, Matthew Simpson's name ranks among the highest.
His life and labors graced Methodism and helped to make her
a dominant power in American life during the nineteenth
century.

In the

pu lp,i.:t
pa~toPate,

in the pastorate, in the field

of general education, and in general administration he was

69 McDonald, ££• cit., p. 215.
70 ~., p. 159.
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superb.
Various books have been written about this illustrious bishop, but mention has been made here of only the
incidents in his life which helped shape the Holiness
Revival.

Later in this paper, in reviewing the camp meet-

ing movement, more direct reference has been made to his
place of importance in our national life.

His importance

in national circles has been pointed out in the book,
Modern Apostles of Faith, where the friendship of Simpson
and President Lincoln was likened to that of David and
Jonathan.71
The Bishop was quite pronounced in his views

concern~

ing the doctrine of holiness, Christian perfection, or
entire sanctification.

He said,

Christian perfection is a term used to denote a state
of grace implying purity of heart • • • • Sanctification
is that act of the Holy Ghost whereby the justified
man is made holy.72
He preached at each of the first three National
Camp Meetings for the promotion of holiness.

The sermons

which he preached were stenographically reported and
eventually published in a volume entitled Penuel.73

71 R. s. Nicholson, "Matthew Simpson--Statesman and
Saint," The American Holiness Journal, 2:39, November, 1942.
72 Ibid., p. 44.
7 3 Ibid.

--'

p • 43 •
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Accounts of his life have revealed that, time and again, he
had words of encouragement for those who were engaged in the
promotion of holiness.

Though his episcopal duties kept him

very busy, and often hindered him in attending the camp
meetings,

11

to his dying day Bishop Simpson was known as 'The

Friend of the Holiness Work.' 11 74
VII.

DOCTOR CHARLES J. FOWLER

The third president of the National Camp Meeting
Association was Doctor Charles J. Fowler of New Hampshire.
In his early days, he was an avowed opponent of the message
of holiness, but after he entered fully into the experience
of perfect love he was one of its loudest exponents.

For

many years Fowler served as an evangelist and proved to be
very successful in winning souls.

He then entered the

pastorate but, after several years of useful service,
returned to the evangelistic field.
He was somewhat like John Inskip in his great
physical strength and great endurance.
similar to that of William McDonald.

His cast of mind was
/

One of his contempor-

aries has said,
He was peculiarly gifted. He was a man endued with
great logical and forensic power. One of the

74

.!£!.£. '

p. 46 •
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ecclesiastics not pronounced on holiness admitted to
me that there was no answer to his logic.75
In 1894, Fowler was elected president or the National
Camp Meeting Association.

Under his leadership, the

Association passed through some great crises.

Previously,

the National Camp Meeting Association had been predominately
Methodist.

However, with the changed attitude toward the

message of holiness, as indicated in the Episcopal address
of 1894, and the multiplication or holiness organizations
and camp meetings which made it virtually impossible to
remain denominational in character, consequently, the
ofricials thought it wise to make a change in its program •
• • • in 1894 the National Association broadened its
policy by becoming undenominational, and it now admits
to membership those who are connected with any
·
evangelical denomination, ministers or laymen.76
Fowler very successfully led the young organization
through those crisis years and was one of the outstanding
leaders of the holiness movement.77

75 G. A. McLaughlin, Autobiography of George Asbu!Y
McLaughlin (Chicago: The Christian Witness,[n.d.J), p. 66.
76 Hughes, .2...£• cit., p. 7.
77 Lars P. Qualben, A. History of the Christian
Church (New York: Thomas Nelson and Sons;-1936), p. 1)48.
In this book, Qualben.states that nthe years 1894-95 were
the crisis years for the Holiness Revival."
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VIII.

OTHER OUTSTANDING LEADERS

It has been noted that many other outstanding
religious leaders were touched by the Holiness Revival.
of these was Dwight L. Moody.

One

While holding great meetings

in Chicago in 1871, two godly ladies approached him after
service and, instead of congratulating him, as he expected
them to do, told him that they were praying for him.
"Praying for me ! 11 Moody retorted in surprise, 1'Why
don't you pray for the people?

I am alright f'

To this they answered, nAh, you are not all right.
You do not have power; there is something lacking, but God
can qualify you. 11

Moody did not like it at first.

However,

he went home and, after a little time, began to feel a
desire to have that for which they were praying.

Later he

gave the following testimony.
They continued to pray for me, and the result was
that at the end of three months God sent this blessing
upon me. I would not for the world go back to where
I was before 1871.78
Francis E. Willard, the great temperance leader of
the Prohibition movement, experienced the grace of heart
holiness through contacts with leaders of the Holiness
Revival.

She states in her testimony that the lives of Mrs.

78 Garrison,

££· cit., p. 270.
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Hamline and Doctor and Mrs. Palmer deeply impressed her.

It

was while the Palmers were holding a revival in Evanston,
during the winter of 1866, that she was sanctified.
Many other great men and women were touched by this
Revival.

Reverend E. M. Levy, a Baptist minister of wide

repute in the Philadelphia area, was sanctified under the
ministry of a Methodist preacher in 1871.
Mrs. M. Baxter, an outstanding leader in New England
and a member of the Church of England, came under conviction
by reading the Guide to Holiness magazine and, in 1873,
entered into the experience.
Reverend G. D. Watson, world evangelist of the
Methodist Church, was sanctified at the National Camp
Meeting at Oakington in 1869 under the preaching of Alfred
Cookman.79
Such names as Hannah Whitall Smith, George Hughes,
J. T. Peck, and countless others, who dated the time of

their experience in this establishing grace of holiness,
to the Holiness Revival of 1860 through 1900, might be added
to the list.

79 Eva M. Watson, Glimpses of the Life and Work of
George Douglas Watson (Cincinnati: GodTS Bible School and
Revivalist, 1929), p. 35.

CHAPTER IV
THE CAMP MEETINGS
The history of the American camp me.eting has been an
interesting story in itself.

"The first camp meeting in the

United States was held in 1799 on the banks of the Red River
in Kentucky.u1

Two brothers by the name of M'Gee, one a

Presbyterian and the other a Methodist, did the preaching,
and the result was "a copious outpouring of the Spirit upon
the people which produced tears of contrition and shouts of
joy. 11 2

Since that early beginning the camp meeting method

has been used to bring the gospel to men.

At first the camp

meetings were interdenominational, but as denominational
l.ines became more pronounced the camp meetings became more
sectarian.
Since the Baptists and Methodists were the most
outstanding advocates of frontier revivalism, it was only
natural that these two denominations used the camp meeting
as a means of evangelism.
By the eighteen-twenties the whole settled portion of
the West was covered with a network of Baptist
As so cia tions, .which were voluntary organizations made

1 "Camp-meeting," John !Vi 1 Clintock and James Strong,
Cyclopedia of Biblical, Theological, and Ecclesiastical
Literature TNew York: Harper & Brothers, 1894), II, p. 60.
2 Loc. cit.
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up of Baptist churches. The meetings of these
Associations corresponded somewhat to the camp
meetings. It became the custom to hold them in
woods where the general public was invited, and
it was not uncommon for many thousands to be in
attendance.3
It was really the Methodists, however, who made the
camp meeting popular and successful as a soul saving device,
for, when the regular Presbyterians threw out the camp
meeting, the Methodists took it up and made it, to a great
degree, a Methodist institution.4

Evidences furnished by

the Journal of Bishop Asbury have been sufficient to show
the great importance of the camp meeting in frontier
Methodism.
December 12, 1805 • • • • At Duck Creek camp-meeting,
five hundred souls; at Accomack camp meeting, four
hundred; at Annamessex chapel, two hundred; at
Somerset, one hundred and twenty • • •
November 9, 1806 • • • • Five hundred and eighty were
said to be converted and one hundred and twenty
believers confirmed and sanctified at Long-Calm
camp-meeting in Maryland! Lord, let this work be
general!
November 1808 • • • great news from Georgia, South
and North Carolina! Thirty, or forty or fifty souls
converted at camp-meetings; but in old Virginia the
work is still greater. • • • We must attend to
camp-meetings, they make our harvest time.5
There were glowing reports at the beginning of the

3 W. W. Sweet, Revivalism in America (New York:
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1944), p-.-129.
4 Loc. cit.

--

5 Ibid., PP• 130-131.
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nineteenth century, and the church was advancing in numbers.
However, by the middle of the century there had been a
decided change.

ncamp meetings had greatly deteriorated.

Instead of being held to the line of high spirituality they
had become largely social and convivial gatherings. "6
A modern writer has given us some interesting
details.

He has said that many of the old camp meeting

grounds, with which Bishop Asbury was familiar, were still
in use.

However, the religious services had been inter-

spersed with lectures on semi-religious and even secular
subjects.

In some places the camp meeting grounds had been

transformed into respectable summer resorts with only a
tinge of religion.7
Since the early history of the camp meeting was
almost entirely bathed in Methodist activity, it was only
natural that this denomination was the leader in crying out
for a return to the camp meetings and a more definite
message on the doctrinal truths of the faith.

Such infor-

mation led historians like J. B. Chapman to say that the
Holiness Revival of the later part of the nineteenth
century, which in turn gave rise to the modern holiness

6 George HuFes, "The Beginning of the National
Holiness Movement, Heart !£Q ~' 6:5, June, 1917.
7 Sweet, Methodism in American History, p. 333.
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movement,

11

drew nearly all of its support from the Methodist

and Me tho dis t-inspired sects. ••s
The year 1850 stands out as an important year in the
history of camp

meetin~s.

In that year a cry was heard over

the country for the restoration of the camp meeting, in
order that the experience of Christian perfection might be
preached and realized by believers everywhere.

Gaddis, in

his unpublished thesis Perfectionism in America, said that,
soon after 1850, the camp meeting once again became the
favorite means of gathering people together, ministers and
laity alike, for the purpose of seeking holiness.

Gaddis

further pointed out that there was a two-fold function in
these camp meetings.
First, they served to teach religious leaders the
principles of perfection and to lead believers into
the experience of perfect love; and second, they
served to attract unbelievers to the mourner's
bench for conversion.9
There were also other factors at work in
precipitating the Holiness Revival.

~

The Tuesday Meetings

aroused and increased interest in the doctrine of entire
sanctification.

The magazine, The Guide to Holiness, pub-

lished by the Palmers, made valuable contributions in

8 J. B. Chapman, A HistoEY of the Church of the
Nazarene (Kansas City: Beacon Hill-press, 1926),-p. 14.
9 Gaddis, Christian Perfectionism

.!.!:! America, p. 445.
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spreading the doctrine of holiness.
After the Civil War, another decline came to the
churches and was marked by growing opposition to the subject
of entire sanctification as a definite experience.

The

opposition came from both pulpit and pew, and was often
found in the camp meetings.
The opposition at times became so violent that in
m&ny places the professors of this experience found
little or no sympathy or encouragement at these
meetings.lO
To trace the camp meeting movement, however, it has
been necessary to go back a few years to a small camp
meeting held in 1864 on 1uckehoe charge, New Jersey.
Reverend. W. B. Osborne, local pastor, was in ·charge of the
camp and while it was not large in the number of persons
reached, it was abundant in its fruitage.

At this meeting,

two of the leaders, Osborne and a man named Townsend,
agreed to hold a holiness union camp meeting the next year.
The place selected was Seaville, New Jersey, a place which
has been memorable in camp meeting history.

A historian has

written a description of that meeting.
It was the year of peace after the bloody Civil VVar,
and on that favored ground on nine successive days
'peace flowed like a river, 1 and righteousness abounded
like the waves of the sea. Holiness was accepted on

10 McDonald and Searles, The ~ of Rev. John S.
InskiP, p. 186.
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the uplifted banners and it was largely the theme
of the ministers. Seekers of the promised gift,
ministry and laity, flocked to the altar and plunged
into the fountain of cleansing, and penitent sinners
received pardon and rejoiced with joy.ll
During this meeting at Seaville, John A. Wood, a
Methodist preacher, sat on the platform while a fellow
minister preached on the great theme of holiness.

Under

great condemnation of heart, Wood decided that, even though
he was a preacher and might suffer the loss of official
dignity, he woulil go to the altar and seek the blessing for
which his heart longed.

"But to his great surprise, he

found, when the altar call was given, no need for him to be
a seeker.

The blessing had already come."l2

From that time

on, Wood was one of the outstanding leaders of the holiness
movement.

He was an acute observer and realized that many

Christians went into a spiritual decline due to their
failure to enter into Christian perfection.
A year later, on his way to a camp meeting at Red
Bank, New Jersey, Wood stopped off at Wilkes-Barre,
Pennsylvania, at the home of Mrs. Harriet E. Drake and spoke.
to her about the growing opposition to holiness in the
churches and camp meetings.

During this conversation

11 Hughes, .212.. cit., p. 5 •
12 W. W. Cary ._Beginning of the Modern Holiness
Movement in America,~ The American Holiness Journal, 1:39,
April, 1942.
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he outlined to her a plan which he had for the
development of a 'camp meeting which would be interdenominational and would place its major emphasis upon
the promotion of Scriptural Holiness, for which preachers
would be selected who enjoyed the experience and boldly
proclaimed the necessity of Holiness of heart. He
stated that all Protestantism in America must be
stirred up by men whose hearts were filled with the
Holy Spirit lest the decline go to more apalling
depths.l2
Mrs. Drake was in full sympathy with the idea, for
only recently she had entered into the experience of perfect
love, and opened her house for a meeting on the subject.
Upon arrival in Red Bank, Wood suggested the matter to
Reverend Osborne and also told him of Mrs. Drake's proposal.
Osborne was immediately in favor of the idea and resolved
that it was a

11

mustu, as far as the promotion of holiness

was concerned.
It was not, however, until the following April that
the matter was brought to the attention of John

s.

Inskip.

Inskip 1 s reaction was also exceedingly favorable, for he
recorded in his Journal:
Bro. W. B. Osborne, of the New Jersey Conference,
spent the night with us. The evening was occupied
in talking over a proposition to hold a camp-meeting
for the special purpose of promoting the work of
entire sanctification. It strikes my mind with favor.
It is a new idea, yet it forcibly impresses me. The
Lord direct in this matter.l3

12 Ibid., p. 40.
13 11cDonald and Searles, ££•

.211·, p. 187.
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After a period of praying and waiting upon God, they
decided to invite some ministers and laymen to serve with
them on a committee to plan for a camp meeting, in which the
special objective would be the promotion of the work of
entire sanctification.

A call was then sent out and the

National Camp Meeting movement was launched.

As a result a

meeting was held in Philadelphia, a meeting signally blessed
of God.
Thursday morning, June 13, 1867, the brethren met in
the city of brotherly love. It was an auspicious
morning. A holy atmospnere seemed to pervade the
room. Every face was bright, and every spirit joyous.
Never did good men grasp each others hands more warmly.
Dr. George Roberts was called to the chair as president
of the meeting. He opened the business with prayer and
poured out his soul in thankfulness that he was
permitted to see that favored hour. He was like a
patriarch talking to God.
Rev. John Inskip followed, his voice tremulous with
emotion, his soul feeling the mighty responsibility
of the occasion. For a time the consciousness of the
revelations of the Divine glory were almost overwhelming. It was a most extraordinary season--one indeed
never to be forgotten.l4
It was at this meeting that the motion was passed to
hold a camp-meeting, and the place chosen was Vineland, New
Jersey, the dates being July 17 to 24, 1867.

The name

selected for the movement was The National Camp-meeting for

14 George Hughes, Dazs of Power in the Forest Tem;ele
(Boston: Published by John Brent and Company, 1873},
pp. 52-53.
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the Promotion of Christian Holiness.

A committee, under the

direction of Reverend Alfred Cookman, prepared the official
"call'• which, in simple terms, set forth the purpose and
nature of this meeting.

This

11

calln states the aims of the

entire movement so well that it has been included here:
CALL FOR THE FIRST NATIONAL C~~PMEETING
FOR THE PROMOTION OF HOLINESS
A general camp-meeting of the friends of holiness, to
be held at Vineland, Cumberland County, New Jersey,
will commence Wednesday, July 17th and close on
Friday, the 26th.
We affectionately invite all, irrespective of
denominational ties, interested in the subject of
higher Christian life, to come together to labor
for the conviction and conversion of sinners, the
special objects of this meeting will be to offer
united and continued prayer for the revival of the
work of holiness in Churches; to secure increased
wisdom, that we may be able 'to give a reason for
the hope that is in us with meekness and fear, 1 to
strengthen the hands of those who feel themselves
comparatively isolated in their profession of
holiness; to help any that would enter the rest of
faith and love; to realize together a Pentecostal
baptism of the Holy Ghost--and all with a view to
increased usefulness in the churches of which we are
members.
Come, brothers and sisters of the various denominations,
and let us in this forest meeting, as in other meeti~gs
for the promotion of holiness, furnish an illustration
of evangelical union, and make common supplication for
the descent of the Spirit upon ourselves, the Church,
the Nation and the world.l5

l5 McDonald, Life Sketches of Reverend Alfred
Cookman, pp. 122-123.
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I.

VINELAND

Vineland, at the time of the camp meeting had about
ten thousand inhabitants.
in the Heart and Life

As George Hughes described it,

Mag~zine,

it was a strategic city.

Its population was mainly drawn from the Eastern
states, characterized by intelligence, culture and
social refinement. The moral aspects of the community
were very inviting also. Temperance restrictions were
inserted in the deeds of property. The healthful
location and the temperance regulations had induced
many Christian people to seek a residence here • • • •
The people were intelligent enough to appreciate 'things
that were excellent'. Hence they cordially supported
the movement. Their homes were hospitably opened for
those who desired a quiet retreat from the exciting
scenes of the encampment.l6
At this encampment, located in a beautiful city park,
the fi:r·st National Camp Meeting was held.

The first service

was opened with the singing of the hymn, "There is a
Fountain Filled with Blood,tt which was sung with such fervor
and enthusiasm that it was adopted as the battle hymn of the
movement.l7

This first meeting proved to be such a blessing

that Inskip wrote in his Journal: "I am sure this movement
is of God • • • there are bound up in the religious interests
of this extraordinary camp meeting influences which shall

16 Hughes
Movement, il p. 7. '

11

The Beginning of the National Holiness

17 McDonald and Searles, ££• cit., p. 191.
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extend over Christendom. 11 18

Another visitor said:

I believe this camp meeting will prove to be an era
in the history of Methodism, and will be a tidal
mark of that onward wave for which the church has
been praying and laboring for eighteen centuries.l9
The sermons preached at Vineland were marked by
their clear Scriptural statements on the doctrine of
holiness.

They were preached by such outstanding men as

J. W. Horne, George Wells, R.

v.

Lawrence, J. A. Wood, John

Parker, Alfred Cookman, B. Pomeroy, and John Inskip.

It has

often been stated that the men attending these meetings were
not from an outstanding class of people.
been noted that Bishop Simpson,

11

However, it has

a life-long proponent of

Holiness, "20 and one of the outstanding clergymen of this
period, gave a gracious exhortation at the conclusion of one
of the sermons preached at Vineland.21

Bishop Simpson was a

personal friend of President Lincoln and ttwhile the war
lasted the bishop was often sent for to come to Washington
for consultation with the president and Mr. Stanton.n22
Another historian has given this insight into the life of

19 Cary,

££• cit., p. 41.

20 Cary, nHistorical Development of the Doctrine of
Christian Perfection," p. 10.
21 McDonald and Searles,

££· cit., p. 192.

22 G. R. Crooks, The Life of Bishop Matthew Simpson
(New York: Harper and Brothers, 1891), p. 370.
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the illustrious bishop:
Every president, from Lincoln to Garfield, looked
upon Bishop Simpson as a trusted friend and adviser.
It was not at all uncommon for the President to hold
long conferences with him, seeking advice on spiritual matters and also in matters of state • • • • At
various times Simpson was asked to substitute for
President Lincoln in making addresses at important
gatherings • • • • On April 14, 1865, when the noble
life of the great war President was cut short by
the bullet of an assasin, Bishop Simpson was asked
by Mrs. Lincoln to make the prayer at the White
House before the funeral procession started. He
delivered the address at Springfield when the body
was place cl in the tomb. From all over the hills ides
the crowds which had gathered to pay their last
respects to a great American martyr listened with
tear-filled eyes to the eloquent message which so
fitted the occasion.23
One incident, in itself, shows the worthwhileness of
this first camp meeting and strangely enough it involved
the family of Bishop Simpson.

Among the members of his

family who accompanied Bishop Simpson to the camp, was his
unconverted son Charles, a wayward boy, for whom many
prayers had been offered.

The bishop had spent the Sabbath

in a nearby church, at a re-opening service, and when he
returned to the camp was requested to go to a certain tent.
Upon entering the tent he found his son, in the midst of a
group of friends, weeping his way through to pardon for his
sins.

23 c. T. Wilson, Matthew Simpson, Patriot, Preacher,
(New York: The Methodist Book Concern, 1929), pp. 69,73-74.
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He made his way through the company and knelt beside
his broken-hearted boy, and with tearful eyes and
uplifted hands prayed as only a Christian father can
pray for a penitent son. The whole company were
melted and moved with deepest sympathy. Charles was
converted. A few months later that.same son lay
sick unto death. A little time before he departed,
turning to his weeping mother, he said, 'Mother, I
shall thanlr God to all eternity for the Vineland
camp-meeting. 1 From that hour, Bishop Simpson was a
life-long friend of the National Campmeeting.24
At the beginning of the meeting at Vineland, effort
was made to keep count of the many who sought to be saved
and sanctified, but it was impossible.

Many found their

way to God in their own tents, and at the close of every
sermon people thronged to the altar, seeking pardon or
purity.

1bere were many remarkable instances of conversion

and entire sanctification.
The meeting closed on a Thursday evening and, so
general was the satisfaction with the results of the meeting
at its close, the people, with a rising vote, expressed an
earnest desire for a meeting of a similar character to be
held the next year.

A committee, appointed to take care of

the arrangements for such a meeting, elected John S. Inskip
as chairman.

An interesting scene followed.

The brethren of the committee while kneeling in the
tent, joined hands, and entered into a sacred covenant

24 McDonald, ££• cit., pp. 126-127.
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to be of life-long duration, pledging each other to
sustain the Divine blessing upon their endeavors.25
This was the beginning of a great organization which has
continued until the present time.
So the first National Holiness Camp meeting passed
into history.

But there were many results.

Vv'hile its chief object was to awaken a deeper inter.est
on the subject of personal holiness in the Methodist
Church, it was not for that church alone that it
labored. All the evangelical churches of this land
felt the influence of National Camp-meetings.26
Annual camp meetings were established and many lesser
holiness organizations came into existence.

"One outstand-

ing illustration of what Vineland started was the Sychar
camp meeting, now meeting annually in Mt. Vernon, Ohio."27
Aside from these specific results there were many
general results which cannot be enumerated.

W. W. Cary,

former historian of the National Holiness Association, has
given the following appraisal of the first camp meeting:
This movement commenced at Vineland, has developed
and today sponsors state, county and local subsidiaries.
Hundreds of interdenominational Holiness camp-meetings
flourish throughout this nation, in Canada, India,
China, and Africa, the direct result of Vineland and
the National Holiness Association. Holiness Bible
Schools, Colleges, and Seminaries, both at home and

25 Hughes '•The Beginning of the National Holiness
Movement, It p. 8. '
26 McDonald and Searles, £!?.• cit., p. 195.
27 Cary, ££• cit., p. 12.

•
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abroad, owe their being to the same source.
Evangelists by the hundreds are abroad in the land
continuously spreading Scriptural Holiness. The
National Holiness Missionary Society, created at
a National Holiness convention operates missionary
work in China, Africa, India and Central America.28
The dying words of Bishop Simpson's son Charles are
a fitting benediction for all that was accomplished at
Vineland:

nMother, I shall thank God to all eternity for

the Vinela.nd Camp-meeting. 11 29
II.

MANHEIM

It has not been possible to make mention of all the
camp meetings held during the period, 1860-1900, but some
of the more important ones have been pointed out.

The

second meeting, held at Manheim, Lancaster County,
Pennsylvania, was important because it:
fully established the fact that the National Holiness
Movement was not ephemeral but was destined to be
permanent, and to be a vast influence in propatating
Scriptural holiness in this and other lands.30
The meeting at Manheim was held in July, 1868 with
large crowds in attendance.

It was a great triumph for the

cause of holiness, from beginning to end.
Representative men and women were there from nearly
every state in the Union. Not less than twenty-five

28 Cary, loc. cit.
29 McDonald, ££• cit., p. 127.
30 Hughes, op. cit., p. 5, July, 1917.
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thousand persons were on the ground, including
about three hundred ministers.31
It was here at Manheim that some of the most outstanding services of the early holiness movement were held.
According to reports 1•scores were converted and greater
numbers were sanctified wholly. ''32

It was generally

admitted, by those who attended, that, to their minds,
Manheim camp was the most remarkable meeting ever held on
the American continent.

When one man remarked that he had·

just witnessed a little Pentecost, he was asked what he
meant.

His reply was:

I have come from a testimony meeting where Methodists;
Baptists, Presbyterians, Dutch Reform, Congregationalists and Quakers, have spoken of the work of God in
their hearts, and from the testimony given I was
utterly unable to distinguish the one denomination
from the other.33
According to this report, strong denominational lines were
dissolved and a spirit of brotherly love prevailed.
III.

ROUND LAKE

The third camp meeting was held at Round Lake, New
York, and was broad in its outreach and influence.

11

In the

love feast, there were testimonies from twenty-nine states,

31 McDonald and Searles,~· cit., p. 199.
32 McDonald, ££• cit., p. 134.
33 McDonald and Searles, ££• cit., p. 2J3.
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demand so great, for added meetings, "in 1870 three meetings
were held, one at Hamilton, Massachusetts, another at
Oakington, Maryland and still another in Des Plaines,
Illinois."37
Hamilton.

These meetings were very successful as

far as spiritual results were concerned.

They were

attended by a large number of ministers from all parts of
New England as well as other regions.

11

It is doubtful i.f

at any of the National Camp meetings more ministers entered
into the experience of perfect love than at Hamilton."38
Oakington.

At the Oakington, Maryland meeting,

which followed immediately on the close of the one at
Hamilton, there were outstanding victories.
said,

11

One leader

The National Camp meetings are a great success.

fire is spreading.

The

Unitraians and others are holding

special meetings as the fruits of these meetings."39
The meeting at Des Plaines, Illinois, was in no way
inferior to any previous camp meeting.
were witnessed at almost every service.

Thrilling scenes
A minister, writing

from the Northwest to the Home Journal in Philadelphia, said,

37 Hughes, .£E• cit., p. 6.
38 McDonald and Searles, .2.£· cit., p. 207.
39 Loc. cit.
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The
• •
and
• •

whole Northwest is in a blaze of salvation
• not less than three hundred were converted·
one thousand believers were wholly sanctified.
• Praise God for Des Plaines Camp meeting.40
In 1871 only two camp meetings were held, but the

next year there were six of them.

Interest continued to

grow until, by 1894, there had been eighty-four national
camp meetings and eleven tabernacle meetings held in the
leading cities of the country.
These meetings were held in twenty one states of the
Union, one Terri tory, and one in Canada. In New
York there were 10; Illinois 10; Maine 8;
Pennsylvania 8; New Jersey 6; Ohio 6; Iowa 6;
Massachusetts 4; Michigan 3; Indiana 3; Maryland 2;
Tennessee 2; Nebraska 2; California 2; and in New
Hampshire, West Virginia, Wisconsin, Kansas,
Minnesota, Deleware, Vermont, Georgia, Utah, one
each. There was also one held in Canada.. The
tabernacle meetings had been held as follows:
in California 3; in Baltimore 2; in Salt Lake City
1; in Indianapolis 1; and 2 in India.--Poonah and
Bombay.41

40 McDonald, £2• cit., pp. 149-150.
41 The Double Cure (Chicago: The Christian Witness
Company, 1894), pp. 6~
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the District of Columbia, Canada, and Great Britain.tt34
Probably the climax of the camp came in the closing service,
with the administration of the Lord's Supper.

Bishop

Simpson, who was seated at the head of the table with
Inskip, made a brief communion address in which he especially
exhorted the ministers and laity to holy living.

Then, as

the people came to the table of the Lord, it was observed
that:
Side by side with the ardent Methodist knelt the
hitherto close communion Baptist, the Churchman,
the Congregationalist, the Friend, ~nd some who
twenty-four hours befo.re were unconverted,
unawakened--but now were rejoicing in the joys of
Jesus' pardoning love.35
A veteran editor, at Round Lake National Camp
meeting, said in regard to its results and influences:
This meeting has already grown to mammouth proportions.
It now wields a powerful influence in the Methodist
Episcopal Church • • • for it has been a meeting of
shaping and moulding power.36
IV.

OTHER CAMP MEETINGS

Until 1870 there had been but one National Camp
meeting a year.

However, they were so successful and the

34 Ibid., p. 204.
35 R. s. Nicholson,
Saint,tt p. 46.

11

Matthew Simpson--Statesman and

36 McDonald and Searles, ££• cit., p. 205.
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CHAPTER V
INFLUENCES UPON DENOMINATIONS
I.

METHODIST CHURCHES

It has been noted that the Methodists were the
greatest contributors to the Holiness Revival.

The early

meetings were held in Methodist churches and homes.

The

camp meetings received their greatest support from these
same Methodists.

It soon became evident, however, that the

holiness camp meetings were dividing and segregating a
certain class of Methodists, for there appeared, within
Methodism, growing antagonism against the promoters of
holiness.
There were two definite influences upon the Methodist
church.

In the first place, it emPhasized the need for a

return to the Wesleyan doctrine of Scriptural holiness.
Many in the church had recognized this need.

In the

Episcopal Address of 1870, the bishops of the Methodist
Episcopal Church, South, fearing that the doctrine of
perfect love was being overlooked and neglected, pled for
"an increase of inward, genuine, scriptural holiness.''l
The concern of the leaders of the Method.ist Church,
over the lack of interest in the doctrine of entire

1 Clark, Small Sects in America, p. 57.
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sanctification, has been pointed out in an incident which
took place at the St. Paul's Methodist Church, in New York
City, in 1866.

At this particular meeting, a large crowd of

leading Methodists were gathered together.

.Among them were

such men of note as James Harden, Secretary of the Interior,
who was chairman of the meeting, Daniel Drew, the millionaire, and the bishops of the denomination.

The speaker was

Doctor John lVI 1 Clintock, co-editor of the Biblical,
Th~<?_log__~cal, and Ecclesiastical Encyclo;eed.ia. 2

In speaking

on u'lbe Distinctive Features of Methodismn, he said,
One element which no other Christian Church has dared
to put forward as a prominent feature of theology is
the doctrine of holiness. In ours it is the very
point from which we view all theology. I wish that to
be understood. Knowing exactly what I say and taking
the full responsibility of it, I repeat, we are the
only church in history from the apostles' time until
now that has put forward as its very elemental t~10ught
--the great central pervading idea of the whole Book
of God, from beginning to the end--t..'l1e holiness of the
human soul, heart, mind, and will. Go through all the
confessions of all the churches; you will find this in
no other. You will find even some of them blame us in
their books and writings. It may be called fanaticism,
but, dear friends, that is our mission. If we keep
to that, the next century is ours; if we keep to
that, the triumphs of the next century shall throw
those that are past far in the shade. Our work is a
moral work--that is to say, the work of making men

2 The writer is indebted to Dr. Delbert R. Rose,
Professor of Theology at the Western School of Evangelical
Religion, Portland, Oregon, for this information. It was
given as a part of his Convocation Address at the opening
of the Seminary in October, 1947.
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holy. Our preaching is to that, our church agencies
are for that, our schools, colleges, universities,
and our theological seminaries are for that.3
The second great influence was the schismatic effect
upon the denomination.

From the outset of the Holiness

Camp meeting movement there had been an element in the
Church that manifested an

11

increasing unwelcomed attitude

toward their holiness members. ''4

In reciprocation, there

was a corresponding feeling of strangeness on the part of
the holiness members toward the more liberal part of the
church.

By 1894, the anti-holiness element had made itself

so influential that the Episcopal Address contained a
"virtual denunciation and repudiation of the party with
holiness as a watchword.n5
This attitude was very displeasing to the holiness
advocates who, by this time, found themselves very
uncomfortable in the complacent congregations which, in
their lukewarmness, had outgrown the doctrine Clear to the
heart of the faithful.

It seemed that vital holiness was

passing out of Methodist faith and practice.
Finally all traces of the doctrine were carefully
eliminated from the songs of the church in the hymnal

3 0. A. Curtis~ The Christia~ Faith (New York:
Eaton and Mains, 1905;, p. 372.
4 Gaddis, Christian Perfectionism in America, p. 449.
5 Clark, ~· cit., p. 58.
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published in 1935. For example, in Charles Wesley's
hymn, 11 Love Divine, All Loves Excelling, 11 which has
appeared in all hymn books since 1747, a line in the
second stanza reading, uLet us find that second
rest," was altered by the hr,mnal commission to 11 Let
us find that promised rest. ' Nothing was allowed
to remain that might remind Methodism that their
Church had ever endorsed a second work of grace.6
When the holiness people found that they were
fighting a losing battle, many withdrew into smaller
denominations which stressed the doctrine of entire sanctification, as a definite second work of grace.

II.

EVANGELICAL ASSOCIATION

During the nineteenth century, the Evangelical
Association was probably one of the outstanding holiness
churches in America.

Doctor Harold B. Kuhn, of Asbury

Theological Seminary, has made the observation that
Arminianism was a powerful guiding force in religious life
of America in the nineteenth century, and that the United
Brethren and the Evangelical Church were the two
denominations most strongly imbibing Arminian principles.7
There has been little doubt, in the minds of
historians, that the Holiness Revival greatly influenced the
Evangelical Church, then known as the Evangelical

6 Clark, loc. cit.
7 Harold B. Kuhn, ''Arminianism in American Religious
Life," The Asbur'l Seminarian, 4:104, Fall, 1949.
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Association.

Many of the camp meetings were held in the

very heart of the territory churched by this denomination.
When the second National Camp Meeting was held at Manheim,
in 1868, the notice of the call was printed in the church
papers, and the editor of the magazine Christliche
Botschafter appointed a correspondent to describe the
meeting for the readers.

He wrote back a glowing report of

the meeting, as to the results accomplished.

Reverend J. J.

Bowman said, uAs a result of Manheim there is a great improvement in holding and conducting camp meetings throughout
the Evangelical As so cia tion, · and beyond her borders. "8
After this second camp meeting, Reverend George
Hughes reported, in the magazine The Guide to Holiness, that
great numbers of the Evangelical Association attended.

The

following is an excerpt from that report:
There were thirty-one ministers of the Evangelical
Association who visited the ground, and seven entered
into full gospel liberty. A minister of very decided
ability in his conference, who had hitherto stood
aloof from this movement became convinced that it
was of God, knelt humbly at the altar, received the
baptism, and went home to testify what he had felt
and seen.9
After these meetings, holiness articles appeared in

8 J. J. Bowman, Voices on Holiness from the
Evangelical Association (Cleveland: Publishing House of
the Evangelical Association, 1882), p. 205.
9 Schwab, llie History of the Doctrine of Christian
Perfection in the Evangelical Association, p. 64.
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the other church papers, the Evang_elica,!. Messenger and the
~!ving

church.

Epistle, which had a powerful influence upon the
A letter from James Bowersox, a minister in York,

Pennsylvania, to the editor of the Livigg Epistle, shows
something of this influence.
We are highly pleased with the Epistle • • • Its
teachings are instructive and highly useful. It
is giving desired light on the subject of holiness.
The doctrine of Entire Sanctification is finding
favor, and witnesses therefore are fast multiplying,
both among the ministry and laity. • • • We are
holding our regular weekly meetings in the interest
of holiness, and to the glory of Christ we can say
they are abundantly blessed of the Lord and have
good results .10
The East Pennsylvania Conference was also strongly
moved by the camp meetings.

Yeakel, in his Histor;z:, of the

Evangelical Association, said, of the movement in this
Conference,
Many of their preachers and members attended the
camp meetings and were led deeply into the stream
of divine power; soon a re-arrangement of the
Evangelical camp meetings after this pattern
(Vineland and Manheim) took place, and announcements
were made that camp meetinp;s were to be held at
certain times and places for the conversion of
sinners and the sanctification of believers.ll
The outstanding leaders of the denomination, men
like Bishop Dubs, Reuben Yeakel, Bishop Esher, W. W. Orwig,

10 J. Bowersox, "Letter from York, Pa.,u The Living
Epistle and Evangelical Monthly, 1:139-140, June, 1869.
11 Reuben Yeakel, The History of the Evangelical
Association (Cleveland: Thomas & Mattill, 1895), II, p. 171.
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and Bishop Bowman, heartily endorsed the camp meetings and
were often in attendance.l2
The camp meeting held at Hamilton, Massachusetts, in
1870, was instrumental in reaching many Methodist preachers
in the New England Area.

In the 1890's, some of these same

preachers, with their people and churches, came over into
the Evangelical Association and formed what is now the New

.

England Conference of the Evangelical United Brethren
Church.l3
Another influence of the Revival upon the Evangelical
Association was the creation of the necessity for holiness
literature.

Two periodicals, The Living Epistle and Das

Evangelische

Magazin~

were popular and influential in the

Church and, in the year 1871, were adopted as official
organs of the denomination.l4

A perusal of their contents

gave their readers wonderful thoughts on entire sanctifies tion and '1 a striking proof of the great influence of the
National Holiness movement on the Evangelical Association. 11 15

12 Bo\~an, ££• nit., pp. 190 ff.
13 Schwab,

££· cit., p. 68.

14 R. W•.~Ubright, A_ History of the Evangelical Church
(Harrisburg, Pennsylvania: The Evangelical Press, 1942),
p. 274.
15 Schwab, QE• cit., p. 66.
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Growth in church membership has often been used as
the criteria for determining the value of a movement such as
the Holiness Revival.

During the four

y~ar

period, 1871-

1875, the doctrine of holiness was given its strongest
emphasis, throughout the Evangelical Church, by camp meetings, denominational holiness papers, and other periodicals
read by the church.

As a result,

the Church membership increased about twenty-five
percent from 1871-1875, a net increase of 19,062
members, which numerical growth is still unequalled
in all the history of the church.l6
Doctor R. W. Albright, Professor of Church History in the
Evangelical School of Theology at Reading, Pennsylvania,
attributed this remarkable growth to
the renewed.activity of the camp meetinp;s and the
great emphe.sis given to the doctrine of holiness
with its consequent effects of personal pietistic
zeal and evangelical effort.l7

III.

SALVATION ARMY

/

While this organization was not a development of the
Holiness Revival, it gave valuable support to the
enterprise.l8

The Ar.m~ was not of American origin.

The

work was begun in England by William Booth, a Methodist

16 Albright, ££• cit., p. 280.
17 Loc. cit.
18 _
Ibid.
, p. 485.
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minister and gave great emphasis to the Wesleyan doctrine of
Christian perfection.

In 1880, it was introduced into the

United States.
During the days of the Revival, the Salvation Army
was at work in the urban areas, especially
those who were destitute and impoverished.

ministerin~

to

It has been

interesting to note that their work in Los Angeles, in the
1890's, touched an adverse critic of the holiness ranks,
namely H. A. Ironside.

He describes

what were called 11 Holiness meetings", held weekly
in the Army hall • • • • I sometimes attended. At
those gatherings an experience was spoken of which
was designated by various terms: "The Second
Blessing"· "Sanctification"· "Perfect Love",·
' ' 1; "Cleansing
.
'
"Higher Life
from
Inbred Sin"; and
by other expressions.l9
By this testimony it is evident that they did not

tt ~:wft

pedalu holiness but were a force at work in propagating
holiness revivalism.
IV.

MENNONITE BRETHREN IN CHRIST

'

While this denomination did not have its origin in
the Holiness Revival of 1860-1800, it was deeply affected by

it.

Thus, their greatest growth came late in the 1870's

and 80's.

19 H. A. Ironside, Holiness, the False and the True
(New York: Loizeaux Brothers, Inc., 1949), pp. 14-15.----
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In 1878, they established a holiness paper called The
Gospel Banner, and began to hold ca.mp meetings, the first
ever held by Mennonites.20

A historian of their church

states that there were many factors influencing the denomination toward Wesleyan holiness.

An outstanding factor was

the preaching of :F'ree Methodists, United Brethren, and
Evangelicals, which perpetrated much conviction for holiness
among the Mennonites.21

By the year 1880, the doctrine of

entire sanctification was generally approved by the church,
and they have held to this persuasion to this day.
V.

CHURCH OF GOD

This denomination, which today has its headquarters
at Anderson, Indiana., was one of the larger holiness bodies
coming out of this revival period.

Gaddis said 1'i t arose

directly out of the National Holiness Movement and is therefore indebted to the Methodistic tradition on their doctrinal
sice. 11 22

rrhe church made its appearance about the year 1880'

and established a "universal Spirit-filled, Spirit-directed

20 J. A. Huffman, History of the Mennonite Brethren
in Christ Church (New Carlisle, Ohio: Bethel Publishing
~mpany, 1920), p. 149.
21 Ibid., p. 163.
22 Gaddis,

££· cit., p. 163.
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church on the model of early Pauline societies."23
The body originated in a secession from the General
Eldership of the Church of God, or the Winebrenner
movement under the leadership of Daniel S. Warner.
The issues were the doctrine of sanctification as
a second work of grace, which the Winebrennarians
rejected, and the-nature of the church.24
This seceding group, which has grown to rather large
numbers, has espoused holiness and preached the doctrine of
entire sanctification in a Wesleyan manner.

It has opposed

the speaking in tongues and other estatic behavior.
VI.

CHRISTIAN AND MISSIONARY ALLIANCE

This church has been another example of the interdenominational activity so characterized by the Holiness
Revival.

Its chief figure, Reverend A. B. Simpson, a

Presbyterian, aba_ndoned his pastorate and the presbytery in
1881 to take up the new work of establishing missions.
Though Keswickian and not Wesleyan in his preaching, Simpson
had been contacted by the camp meeting movement.

According

to a report released by the General Secretary in,l928, the
early leaders came from.the Methodist, Baptist and Episcopalian churches, in that order.25

The organization of the

23 F'. G. Smith, Brief Sketch of the Origin, Growth
and Distinctive Doctrine of the Church of God Reformation
MOVement {Anderson, Indiana: !i":""d.) Pamphle~p. 15.
24 Clark,

££· cit., p. 80.

25 Gacldis, 2.l2• cit., p. 493.
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denomination took place in 1887.
VII.

PENIEL MISSIONS

Many smaller denominations also sprang up at the
close of the nineteenth century.
been a good example of this type.

The Peniel Mission has
Its founder, T. P.

Ferguson, in his early life, came under the preaching of
Charles G. Finney, and in the year 1880 experienced the
grace of entire sanctification under the ministry of some
holiness evangelists at-Santa Brabara, California.26

From

this bit of information, something of the extent of the
Holiness Revival, has become very evident.

It had spread,

by this time to the West Coast.
Holiness camp meetings were established all along
the West Coast, with Los Angeles becoming a base of
operations.

Due to his fervor and zeal, in the new-found

experience of perfect love, Ferguson soon became one of the
outstanding promoters of the Movement.

He went on an eigftt

month evangelistic tour., as far north as 'Oregon, with
Reverend Henry Ashford, a Free Methodist.
was reported that

11

On this trip, it

if Ferguson led one soul into the

26 Manie P. Ferguson, T. P. Ferguson, the Love Slave
of Jesus Christ and His People and Founder of-penrerMissions (Los Angeles;-California: Peniel Hall Press,(n.dJ),
pp. 20,23.
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blessing of holiness, he led a thousand. ~•27
In 1886, Reverend and Mrs. Ferguson started their
first mission in Los Angeles, and the work soon spread until
11

missions were opened up in all the Pacific Coast states and

were known as Peniel Missions."28

Their work was confined,

primarily, to the urban communities, where they specialized
in winning the masses on the city streets.

Their helpers

displayed remarkable energy in personal work, much of which
they received from the inspiration of their leader.
Ferguson and his workers did a great deal to spread
Scriptural holiness along the West Coast during early days
of the Holiness Revival.
VIII.

CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE

The largest denomination springing from the
National Holiness movement was the Church of the Nazarene.
The Church of the Nazarene arose from the Holiness
movement which became widespread in the latter part
of the nineteenth century. It took form from the
multitude of Christian men and women who believed
in, enjoyed, and preached entire sanctification
as taught by John Wesley. The doctrinal emphasis
which the Wesleyan movement had given this great
truth, having greatly declined in the Methodist
bodies, was taken up with consecrated hands and
hearts as a God-called mission.29
27 Ferguson,

££· cit., p. 25.

28 Gaddis,££· cit., p. 502.
29 M. W. Redford, The Rise of the Church of the Nazarene
(Kansas City: Nazarene Publishing House, 1948), pp. ·.ro-41.
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In 1894, three Pentecostal tabernacles sprang up in
Brooklyn, New York, and they united in forming the Association of Pentecostal Churches in America.

About the same

time, a similar movement got under way in New England, and,
in 1896, these bodies merged.

This merging of smaller

groups continued, until today the

11

Church of the Nazarene

represents the merging of eight smaller bodies."30
Under Reverend P. F. Bresee, the first Church of the
Nazarene was started in 1895, in Los Angeles, but it was not
until 1919 that this denomination officially declared its
present name as the Church of the Nazarene.

It has been no

secret that it drew most of its members and ministry from
the Methodist Church.

The Year

~

of the Church of the

Nazarene, 1925, stated that "five of the first seven general
superintendents had formerly been closely identified with
Methodism and had obtained their holiness views from that
church. H31
T"nere is little doubt that the Holiness Revival
influenced the leaders of the Church of the Nazarene to
.

-

leave the Methodist Church and pioneer ln a new field, where
they could preach and spread Scriptural holiness without the
hindering hand of the old established church.

30 Sweet, Methodism ~ American Histor~, p. 344.
31 Clark, ££•

£11•, p. 74.
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IX.

PILGRIM HOLINESS CHURCH

This church dates from 1897 when Reverend M. W.
Knapp, a Methodist minister, brought a dozen or more people
into his home, at Cincinnati, Ohio,. and organized the
Apostolic Holiness Union.

The action was deemed necessary

on the grounds that "Methodism had deserted the Vifesleyan
landmarks of holiness, divine healing, and premillenarianism.tt32
This denomination, much like the Nazarene, grew by
bringing similar groups into its union.

In 1917, the

Pilgrim Church, a split off the Nazarene Church, united
with the Apostolic Holiness Union and adopted the name it
now holds, the Pilgrim Holiness Church.

32 Ibid., p. 76.

'

CHAPTER VI
INFLUENCES UPON EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
After 1875, liberal tendencies infiltrated the
schools of the land.

The warfare between science and

theology had begun, and the new modernism, which was trying
to make science its god, was on the upsurge.

There were

three prime examples of this during the 70's and SO's.
First, at Andover Theological Seminary, there was a controversy over the attempt, by its leading minds, to retain
the values of historic Christianity while conforming to the
new scientific thought of the day.

Also, during the early

part of the 1890's Professor Charles A. Briggs, of Union
Theological Seminary in New Yorlc, was tried and suspended
by the Presbyterian General Assembly on the charge of
heresy.

A short time after this, Methodism also had her

heresy trial, when Hinckley G. Mitchell lost his professorship on the faculty of Boston University School of 1beology.
Steadily, the scientific method came to dominate the field
of inquiry in most of the,theological institutions of the
major denominations.
This trend aroused the holiness people, for they saw
that most of the regular Methodist schools, traditionally
holiness schools were falling in line with the demand for
application of a critical technique, in Biblical and
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theological subjects.

They saw that, unless ministers,

teachers, and missionaries received adequate training, in
full salvation truth, the cause of holiness would

~e

lost.

Soon holine·ss colleges, Bible schools, and academies were
springing up over the nation.

The movement begun in this

direction, by the Holiness Revival continued until by 1910
there were many schools, denominational and interdenominational, which espoused the doctrine of entire
sanctification as a necessary article of faith.

These

schools proved to be training centers for Christian workers,
sending their graduates to teach in other high schools and
colleges and thus spreading the message of holiness.
Not only did they become seats of great periodical
revivals, but they trained teachers, pastors,
missionaries and evangelists to carry on the work
of spreading scriptural holiness all over the world.l
It has been impossible to catalog all of the holiness
educational activities which came out of the Holiness
Revival.

Only the more important institutions, that came

out of the
I.

1860~1900

period, have been considered.

ROBERTS WESLEYAN COLLEGE, NORTH CHILI, NEW YORK
To the Free Methodist Church goes the honor of

1 Joseph H. Smith, Things Behind and Things Before in
the Holiness Movement (Chicago: Evangelistic Institute
Press , 1916 Y, p. 11. -
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starting the first holiness school.

In 1866, Reverend B. T.

Roberts, founder and first General Superintendent of the
Free Methodist Church, '•a preacher of power, a writer of
merit and a staunch supporter of Wesleyan full-salvation, 11 2
established a co-educational institution of academic grade,
devoted solely to Christian culture and learning.

In 1885

its name was changed to Ohesbrough Seminary, in honor of a
donor to the institution, but, in 1949, was renamed Roberts
Wesleyan College in honor of its founder.

This school,

from its very inception, stressed the message of entire
sanctification, and its students proved_ to be a boon to the
Holiness Revival.

A recent historian wrote that

during the first 75 years of its life it has sent out
into the denomination alone 100 foreign missionaries,
450 ministers, 500 teachers and thousands of
substantial Christian laymen.3
II.

SPRING ARBOR COLLEGE, SPRING ARBOR, MICHIGAN

In 1873, a movement was inaugurated, in the Michigan
Conference of the

~ee

Methodist Church, for the establish-

ment of a denominational school in Michigan.

The result was,

that under the leadership of Bishop E. P. Hart, Spring Arbor

2 Catalog of Roberts Wesleyan College, North Chili,
New York, 1949-1950, p. 11.

3 s. W. Paine, 1'-Earlier Free :Methodist Schools,11 The
American Holiness Journal, 1:44, June, 1942.
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Seminary was established.4

Throughout the years, the

educational and spiritual standard of this institution has
been wholesome and aggressive.
III.

HOUGHTON COLLEGE, HOUGHTON, NEW YORK

The Wesleyan Methodists made several attempts,
previous to the Civil War to open schools, but, because of
financial difficulties, none were successful.

11

For a

period from 1881-1890 the Wesleyan Society conducted a
Seminary at Wheaton College, "5 but it was not until 1883
that Houghton Seminary and College came into existence.
This school was established largely through the efforts of
W. J. Houghton.

Elementary and academic departments were

opened in 1884, and in 1888, theological instruction was
added.
IV. WESSINGTON SPRINGS COLLEGE
WESSINGTON SPRINGS, SOUTH DAKOTA
On May 9, 1880, a Presbyterian missionary held
religious services in the cla.im shanty of the postmaster in
Wessington Springs, South Dakota.

Later that same year a

4 Spring Arbor Junior College, Catalog, 1949-1950
{Spring Arbor, Michigan), p. 8.
5 s. W. Paine, nHoliness Groups Outside the Methodist
Church,n The American Holiness Journal, 1:74, February, 1942.
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Methodist minister arrived in Wessington Springs and helped
conduct a camp meeting.

As a result of this camp there

developed a desire to start a holiness school in the
community.

It was not, however, until 1887 that definite

work was begun.
rrne local papers at Wessington Springs on the 28th
day of January, 1887, published a short notice calling
a meeting to be held at the Methodist Episcopal Church
to consider the matter of securing the location of a
Free Methodist Seminary at Wessington Springs. The
meeting was not largely attended. The community
blacksmith was elected chairman of the meeting and
a former constitutional delegate for statehood,
secretary.6
From these humble beginnings, plans were formulated which
resulted in the opening of the school in the fall of 1887.
The school became a part of the Free Methodist Church.
The influence of the Holiness Revival, its insistence
upon strict discipline and clean, holy living, is also found
in the statement of the regulations governing students.
1. A ready compliance with the directions of principal
and teachers· is required.
2. Good manners and gentlemanly conduct are at all
times required. The use of profane language,
tobacco, etc., are-forbidden. ·
- 3. No student is allowed to leave the village without
the permission of the principal.
4. The playing of croquet and games of baseball is
not allowed.

6 Wessington Springs College, The Wessingtonian
(Wessington Springs, South Dakota, 1932), p. 13.
Forty-fifth anniversary publication.of the Student
Associe.tion.
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5. All students are expected to attend religious
services on Sunday.
6. All reading material other than text books is
subject to inspection.
7. Neatness and simplicity of dress are recommended.7
In 1934 the name was changed from Wessington Springs
Seminary to its present name.

Many ministers have graduated

from this school and taken the message of full salvation to
the Mid-Western States.
V.

ASBURY COLLEGE, WIL1v10HE, KEN'l'UCKY

Judging from its size and impact upon the Christian
world, Asbury College was the outstanding school of this
period.

Its inception and growth has bordered on the

miraculous.

John Wesley Hughes, a preacher of great repute

and standing, received a vision and burden for prayer as he
sat in a Kentucky Central depot in Lexington, Kentucky.
This mighty camp meeting preacher, of the days of Ins kip and
McDonald, prevailed in prayer, in order that he might find
what God wanted him to do.

As he knelt, he felt definitely

led to establish a holiness school in order that young
preachers might better equip themselves for preaching the
gospel.

In his own words, he said,

11

God gave me not only a

vision of a real salvation school but called me to work. 11 8
7 Ibid. , p • 16 •
8 Asbury College, The Asburian, Golden Jubilee A..11.nual
(Nashville, Tennessee: Benson Printing Company, 1940), p. 12.

11?
After several days, the burden kept increasing and he
prayed that God might relieve him of this call, for he felt
unprepared for such a task.

As far as educational standards

of today are concerned, he was unqualified, but his superior
gifts as a. leader and his ability to understand human nature'
qualified him for the position.

He took the problem home to

his wife, and they both dedicated themselves to God for the
task of founding a holiness college.
From the very beginning, the religious motto has
been,

11

F'ree Salvation for all men and Full salvation from

all sin. ''9

'l"'he Articles of Incorporation state,

No president or teacher of said college shall ever be
allowed to antagonize a full gospel. The doctrines
of Justification, Regeneration, Witness of the Spirit,
and Entire Sanctification shall be sacred. It is
chiefly to promote a true experience along these
lines that the conduct of the institution was undertaken. This article shall never be a.lter-ed or revoked.
Should it ever cea.se to be in ha.r.mony with these
doctrines, the entire property~belonging to or which
may be acquired by this association shall revert to
the National Holiness Association for the promotion
of Holiness to be carried on in harmony with their
interpretation of entire sanctification.lO
The school opened September 2, 1890, with eleven
pupils and three teachers, but, at the end of the year, the
enrollment had increased to seventy-five.
first named Kentucl\:y Holiness College.

9 Ibid., p. 15.
10

~-,

pp. 15-16.

The school was

However, it was soon
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changed to Asbury College in honor of that great Methodist
bishop, Francis Asbury.
From the very beginning, Asbury College has emphasized
the spiritual life of the student body.

Two revivals were

scheduled each year, but at different periods, spontaneous
revivals have broken out as a result of prayer and testimony.
The influence of this school upon the Christian world
has been tremendous.

It has trained missionaries, teachers,

preachers, and business men, who have scattered to all parts
of the world.
VI.

TAYLOR UNIVERSITY, UPLAND, INDIANA

Although it had its roots in the period previous to
the Holiness Revival, it was not until 1890 that Taylor
University came to be known by its present name and
functioned under the control of the Methodist Episcopal
Churcho

I

The man for whom it was named, Bishop William

Taylor, the great missionary bishop, was one of the outstanding preachers and leaders in the National Holiness Camp
Meeting movement.

Taylor gave the school his hearty

endorsement, prayed for it three times every day, and assisted
it by his influence and with his means.ll

11 Taylor University, Catalog, 1949 (Upland, Indiana),
p. 12.
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Taylor University emphasized the same traditional
objectives of world evangelism, and the spreading
of Scriptural Holiness which were motiv~ting
passions of Bishop William Taylor.l2
VII..

SEATTLE PACIFIC COLlliGh, SEA'I'TLE, WASHINGTON

'llfl.e holiness movement and Revival had the aspects of
a nation-wide movement for holiness schools were set up in
every section of the country during this period.

The

Northwest is represented in the founding of Seattle Pacific
College, in 1891, under the auspices of the Free Methodist
Church.

Prom its inception this school has stressed and

urged "the need and glorious possibility of the believer,
subsequent to the New Birth, being cleansed from all sin
and filled with the love of God through the baptism with the
Holy Spirit.ttl3
VITI.

MI3SIONAR.Y BIBLE SCHOOL, TABOR,

IOWA

This school was organized in 1892, as a part of the
Hephzibah Ii'aith Missionary Association.

The object and work

of this Association was to maintain a Ii'aith Home for the
sick, an orphanage, a holiness school, and to publish

12 Taylor University, Catalog, loc. cit.
13 Seattle Pacific College, Catalog, 1949-1950
(Seattle, Washington), p. 19.
--------
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Christian literature.l4

The holiness school was opened with

a course for Christian workers, using the Bible as a textbook.

Other subjects were added as there was need and

request for them.

A history of the work has revealed these

facts about its origin:
Our purpose in the school is not to make a showing
in the world. We do strive earnestly to keep the
school thorough, clean, simple, free, and on Holy
Ghost lines--a place where young people may receive
a practical Christian education, and where Workers
may be fitted to win souls in every land. The early
work of the Association was largely evangelistic s.nd
throngs heard the gospel messages. li1lany who heard
these messages were deprived of the privilege of
education. Many were talented but lacked established
Christian principles and Bible knowledge. Parents
too were desirous of giving their children a Christian
education; so out of the crying need, after much
prayer, the school was undertaken.l5

IX.

GREENVILLE COLLEGE, GREENVILLE, ILLINOIS

In 1891, a. godly couple,

I~.

and Mrs. James Grice,

visited a camp meeting at Perry City, Illinois, a meeting
I

which was marked signally by the presence and power of

~od.

This couple was so impressed with the spirit which they
found in evidence at this camp meeting that they were led to
offer their farm with the understanding that "the proceeds

14 Emma. Herr, A Short History of the Hephzibah Faith
Missionary Association of Tabor, Iowa.. Note: This history
was furnished to the writer by Miss Betty Fuhrman, Registrar
of that institution, and is only a typewritten copy, p. 5.
15 Loc. cit.

-- --
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from this gift should be used for the establishment of a
holiness college in Illinois.»l6
When the Free Methodist District Chairman heard of
the offer, he felt it was of the Lord and, with the approval
of the Church, went ahead and developed the plans from
~rew

Greenville College.

whic~

In 1892, the church leaders

arranged for the purchase of Almira College and reincorporated it under the name of Greenville College.

Collegiate

work began in 1893 and has continued through the years.
Over five
campus.

t~ousand

graduates have left the Greenville

Of this group "one hundred and twenty have gone out

as missionaries and an even greater number have gone into
the Christian ministry."l7

X.

CLEVELAND BIBLE COLLEGE, CLEVELAND, OHIO

Another institutiqn that was greatly influenced by
the holiness movement was Cleveland Bible College.

Its

graduates are found on the faculties of many present-day
holiness ins ti t-u. tions.

In the year 1892, there was placed

on the hearts of Reverend and Mrs. J. Walter Malone a burden
to open a school for the study of the Holy Scriptures.

The

sole purpose of the school was to lead local young people

------·--16 Paine, ttEarlier F'ree Me tho dis t Schools, 11 p. 46.
17 Ibid. , p. 47 •
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into a deeper knowledge of the Word.

Eventually it became

a training school for Christian workers.

The inst.itution

was incorporated in 1899, under the name of Friends Bible
Institute and Training School.l8
"In addition to giving the student intellectual
training, earnest effort was directed toward bringing them
to the place where they would be 'filled with the Spirit'".l9
To attain this goal it was found necessary to accord the
Bible the central place of instruction.

The result has been

the production of a most efficient type of Christian worker.
The school has maintained its standard of the necessity of
the baptism with the Holy Spirit, which produces purity of
heart and uprightness of life.20
XI.

HUNTINGTON COLLEGE, HUWriNGTON, INDIANA

Huntington College is the direct successor to Hartsville College which was chartered in 1850.

This school,

governed by the United Brethren Church, was founded in 1897
and was known in its early days as a holiness school.

The

camp meetings in this area brought on the agitation for such

18 Cleveland Bible College, Catalo_g, 1949-195Q
(Cleveland, Ohio), p. 8.
19 Loc. cit.
20 Ibid., p. 10.
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a school and it was signally blessed of God.

Although it is

st.ill an auxiliary member of the National Holiness
Association, it does not recognize itself as a holiness
school in the school catalog.
11

This is no doubt due to

liberalizing tendencies which have become prominent in the

life of the church body. 11 21.

XII.

BETFIANY PENIEL COLLEGE, BETHANY, OKLAHOMA

The Church of the Nazarene early felt the need for
church educational institutions, for revival fires were
spreading and young people were being saved, sanctified, and
called into the ministry.

Bethany Peniel College was

established mainly through the work of Doctor Bresee.
C. W. Ruth and

u Bud' 1

Doctor

Robinson, leaders in the holiness move-

ment, were also .impor...tant figures in the founding of this
school.22

XIII.

PACIFIC BIBLE COLLEGE, AZUSA, CALIFORNIA

In 1899, a small group of men and women met to pray
about a Bible college on the Pacific Coast.

Among that

group were members of various denominations, with those from

----------------

21 Kuhn, '1Arminia.nism in American Religious Life, 11

p. 107.

22 S. w. Paine, aNazarene Schools 11 , The American
Holiness Journal, 2:34, November, 1942.
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the Friends Church in the majority.

It was desired that

this school should be interdenominational, following the
pattern of the National Holiness Association.

The school

was opened in \IVhi ttier in 1900, and thus the concern of "a
number of outstanding holiness leaders for a Bible School of
the Wesleyan persuasion on the Pacific Coasti'23 was
satisfied.
This school has been influential in Wesleyan circles
and has made its impact upon the whole of the Christian
world.

Young people have come to this school from practi-

cally every state in the Union and from many foreign
countries.

Here they have met God, been trained for

efficient Christian service, and then gone out to be a
blessing in homes, communities, and churches.
mated that

n~nety-six

It is esti-

per cent of the Pacific Bible College

graduates have served in some form of active Christian
work.24
XIV.

ADDITIONAL EDUCATIONAL INJ:t'ORMATION

The thirteen schools considered in this paper have
shown something of the

~npact

of the Holiness Revival upon

23 Pacific Bible College, Catalog, 1949-~~~Q (Azusa,
California), p. 10.
24 Loc. cit.

---
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the educational world during those years.

A further

examination would show that during the first ten years
following the year 1900 there were ten other schools organized and opened.

No doubt many of these schools would trace

their origin to the influences of this same revival.

Time

has not permitted the writer of this paper to examine history
and influences of all the holiness schools but the following
list of schools and colleges, auxiliary to the National
Association for the Promotion of Holiness, clearly indicated

.

the educational impetus of the Holiness Revival in America •
Most of these schools have followed the pattern of the
National Holiness Association by remaining interdenominational or closely connected with ti1ose denominations which owe
their origin to this period of revival effort, 1860-1900.
Date

Name

Denomination

Location

1899

Jabbok Bible
School

Brethren in Christ

Thomas,
Oklahoma

1900

God's Bible School

Interdenominational

Cincinnati, Ohio

1901

Trevecca College

Nazarene

Nashville,
Tennessee

1902

Pasadena College

Nazarene

Pasadena,
California

1903

Los Angeles
Pacific College

}~ee ~ethodist

Los Angeles,
California

1904

Fort Wayne Bible
Institute

Interdenominational

Fort Wayne,
Indiana
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Date

Name

-Denomination

Loca..tion

1905

Kletzing College

Interdenominational

University Park,
Iowa

1906

Central Wesleyan
Methodist College

Wesleyan Methodist

Central, South
Carolina

1907

Olivet Nazarene
College

Nazarene

Kankakee,
Illinois

1909

Miltonvale
Wesleyan College

Wesleyan Methodist

Mil ton vale,
Kansas

1910

Chicago· Evangelis tic Institute

Interdenominational

Chicago,
Illinois

1910

Colorado Springs
Bible College

Pilgrim Holiness

Colorado Springs,
Colorado

Holiness schools not directly produced
by the Holiness Revival
1913

Northwest"'
Nazarene College

Nazarene

Nampa, Idaho

1914

Central College

Free Methodist

McPherson,
Kansas

1914

Oakdale
Vocational SDhool

Free Methodist

Oakdale,
Kentucky

1918

Cascade College

Interdenominational

Portland,
Oregon

1918

Eastern Nazarene

Nazarene

Quincy,
Massachusetts

1920

Allentown Bible
Institute

Pilgrim Holiness

Allentown,
Pennsylvania

1920

Marion College

Wesleyan Methodist

Marion,
Indiana

1922

Pilgrim Evangelistic Institute

Pilgrim Holiness

El Monte,
California
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Name

Denomination

Location

1923

Asbury 1heological Seminary

Interdenominational

Wilmore,
Kentucky

1926

Church of God
Holiness Bible
School

Church of God

Gravette,
Arkansas

1931

Kentucky Mountain
Bible School

Interdenominational

Vancleve,
Kentucky

1932

Peoples Bible
School

Interdenominational

Greensboro,
North Carolina.

1944

Nazarene rlheological Seminary

Nazarene

Kansas City,
Missouri

1947

Western School of
Interdenominational
Evangelical Religion

Portland,
Oregon25

25 This data has been secured from the current
catalogs of these institutions.

CHAPTER VII
INFLUENCES UPON LITERATURE
One of the outstanding influences of the Holiness
Revival was on the literature which came out of this period.
Gaddis said, "holiness periodicals came to great prominence as
a result of the Holiness movement and served to bring the
attention of the nation to what was happening. '11

One writer

has suggested that, a few years after this great Revival,
I

there were no less than one hundred holiness papers in
circulation.2
Something of the influence of the Revival upon these
periodicals can be observed, inasmuch as they did not
ordinarily arise as official papers.

Most of the earlier

publications were produced by individuals and groups not
affiliated with any definite

o~ganization.

Many of these

papers and magazines, however, soon were taken over by holiness denominations and became official church organs.
It has been the writer's purpose to point out a few of
the more important periodicals, briefly consider their h:istory
and origin, and then merely list the other serials.

1 Gaddis, Christian Perfectionism in America, p. 446.
2 Smith, Thin~ Behind and Things Before in the
Holiness Movement, p. 8.
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I.

GUIDE TO HOLINESS

aHoliness literature of the Holiness revbral had its
roots in the Guide to Holiness."3

On the way home from a

Tuesday .Meeting love-feast, 'Ltmothy Merritt, agent of the
Methodist Book Concern and assistant editor of the Christian
Advocate, remarked to Susan Lankford that the testimonies
given at the Tuesday meetings ought to be recorded, published,
and scattered for the help and direction of those who were
unable to hear them.4
That same year, 1839, MerrJtt began to publish a
magazine entitled The Guide to Christian Perfection.

This

magazine continued through the years in behalf of the cause
of holiness.
After several years the magazine began to change
hands.

By 1865 another holiness monthly appeared.

Doctor

Walter Palmer, desiring that there be no rivalry between
holiness publications, bought both The Guide and the other
magazine, and combined them.

This new paper grew along with

the revived interest in the camp meetings.

By the year 1870,

there were 37,000 subscribers, many of them abroad.5

The

3 Nicholson, ttA Trio of Chosen Instruments," p. 1;s.
4 Hughes, Fragrant Memories of the Tuesday Meeting,
pp. 162-163.
5 Ibid. , p. 17 6 •
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Palmers, with The Guide as their messenger, gave valuable
assistance in spreading of Scriptural holiness around the
world and an impetus to the Holiness Revival, which probably
no other means could have done.

II.

l}IE LIVING EPISTLE AND DAS EVANGELISCHE MAGAZIN
'Mention has been made of the fact that the National

'Holiness Association had profound influence upon the
Evangelical Association.

Agitation from the groups being

affected by the camp meetings called for spiritual food and
as a result, The Living Epistle, a monthly magazine, "devoted
to the advocacy of the doctrine and experience of holiness 11 6
made its appearance.

Th~

Liv1ng E;eistle published many

articles by preachers of the Evangelical Association anc'1 the
Methodist Episcopal Church as well as other holiness divines.
It reprinted many articles from other holiness papers,
especially from the Guide to Holiness, after which it was
patterned.
Das Evangelische Magazin was the German holiness
monthly started by a group of Evangelicals whose purpose was
to "help lea.d believers into entire sanctification". 7

'l'his

6 s. p; Spreng, Histor~ of the Evangelical Association
(Cleveland: Publishing House of the Evangelical Association,
1913), P• 63.

7 Schwab, The History of the Doctrine of Christian
Perfection in the Evangelical Association, p.~6.
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periodical was fashioned after The Living E£istle and was
eminently successful in spreading Scriptural holiness.
During 1871 there were forty holiness articles in the
German magazine, and The Living Epistle, being entirely a
holiness paper, carried almost that many in each issue.

The

Evangelical Messenger, another official church paper,
published each week, printed sixty-five articles on the
subject of holiness8 during that same year.
III.

PENTECOSTAL HERALD

In 1888, Doctor H. C. Morrison published a holiness
paper, which had as its name, The Old Methodist.

The first

issue consisted of four pages and was to be published monthly.
Within a year this paper was enlarged to ei,;sht pages.

In

1897, the name of the paper was changed to Pentecostal
Herald and had grown to a sixteen-page weekly.

This paper

had probably done more to spread the message of holiness,
during this modern era, than any other religious periodical.
'tA great number have been saved and sanctified through reading the pHges of liThe Herald't during its visits into hundreds
of thousands of homes in all parts of the worlc_. 'l9

The

8 Ibid. , p. 71.
9 J. C. McPheeters, ~'He • • • Yet Speaketh, " 1be
Pentecostal Herald, 60:1, March 9, 1949.
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stand of this serial was set forth in the words of its
founder, Doctor lVlorrison, at the close of the first year of
publication.
We will continue to advocate sanctification as taught
in the Scriptures and preached by John Wesley, and
will,never make terms with or receive a flag of
truce from, the still house, the theater, ball room
or card table.lO
IV.

OTHER PERIODICALS

In 1863, a body of individuals, zealous for the cause
of holiness, began publishing The Christian, a magazine
devoted to the advancement of gospel holiness.

In 1868,

the :F'ree Methodist Church inaugurated their official organ
which bore the name The Free Methodist.

-----

During the period 1870-1900, the number of publications
increased in the field of holiness literature.

It was a time

of added interest in camp meetings, and that, in itself,
created a demand for periodicals and books.

In 1870 the

Christian Witness and Advocate of Bible Holiness came into
its

ow~

taougR it had ito

opigi~

is

lQ~.

It was edited,

during the major part of the Holiness Revival, by
Fowler and

Reveren~lcLaughlin,

iisl>!Eilp

stalwarts in the holiness

movement.
Among the many contributions of Reverend John S.

10 McPheeters, loc. cit.
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Inskip, to the Holiness Revival, was his work in the field of
literature.

He served as editor of the Christian Standard

and Home Journal
--

from 1876 until his death in 1883.11

In 1878 the Mennonite Church put out a holiness paper
entitled GosEel Banner.

The Gospel TrumEet, a weekly

holiness journal, published by the Church of God, appeared in
1889, and a few years later the Christian Alliance and
Foreign Missionary Weekli came into existence.
The periodicals mentioned, thus far in this paper,
were the most important ones coming out of the Revival
period.

Listed below are other holiness serials which were

prominent during this time.
1892

Pentecost Trumpet

1894

Peniel Herald

1894

Herald of Lip-p t

1896

The Church Herald and Holiness Banner

1898

The Nazarene

1900

The Pillar of Fire

1901

Burning Bush

--

11 McDonald and Searles, The Life of Rev. John S.
Inski:l2, p. 300.

CHAPIJ:'ER VIII

'

CONCLUSION
The Holiness Revival grew out of a social, economic,
political, and religious situation which followed the Civil
War.

rrhe fear of national apostasy, to9,;ether with ala.rm at

the prevalence of lawlessness and vice, stimulated hundreds
and thousands of people to seek the grace of perfect love.
The nation was in the backwash of the Civ·il War.

The

South was perilously close to economic ruin, and this was
coupled with bitterness toward the North for its part in
their des ti tu tion.

Political graft and la.ck of leadership

was becoming embarrassing to the whole nation.
Spiritually, there were many factors which put fear
into the entire Protestant church.

German thought had

infiltrated many American pulpits until laymens' faith was
undermined.

Darwinianism and the evolutionary theory was

taking its toll.

The god of science was being raised on

many a worshiper's hill.

Bushnell's Christian nurture theory

was being taught and revivals were discouraged.

Personal

experience, in many circles, was thought to be outmoded.

To

make matters worse, colleges and universities were becoming
hotbeds of liberal teaching.
It was out of this chaotic condition that the

'
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episcopal call. came, from the leading denomination of the
nation, for a return to the preaching and teaching of
Scriptural holiness.

The call was answered, and, as is often

the case, a few of God's people began to pray and soon
revival fires were kindled.

The camp meetings were revived

and the old-fashioned class-meeting was restored.

A revival

spirit was ignited wherever the camp meetings were held and
many were led into heart-felt religion.
There were many lasting results of the Holiness
Revival.
ing.

First, there was the restoration of the camp meet-

It was proven, once again, that revivals draw and hold

congregations.

At these camp meetings men of high and low

estate, those who were cultured and those who were crude,
rich, and poor alike, were convicted of sin, converted to
Goc, and transformeo_ in conduct under the power of Holy
Ghost pree.ching.

Not only were men saved; the main emphasis

was that believers be sanctified.

The experience of entire

sanctification oestroyed, in the lives of believers, such
passions as greed for gain, lust for power, s.nd pride of
denorq.ination.

What a message this 1'balm of Gileaon proved

to be for a broken and bleeding nationl
Second, the Holiness Revival gave rise to an interdenominational movement known as the
Meeting Association.

Nation~tl

Holiness Camp

The experience of heart holiness

destroys the sectarian spirit; hence, an ecumenical spirit
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arose among those who espoused the doctrine of entire sanctification as necessary and highly essential to Christian
living.

Never desiring to become a new denomination, the

National Holiness Camp Meeting Association was concerned only
with the continuance of holiness revivalism.

Althou~h

not

large in numbers, this organization has so knit together its
people that the

inf~uence

of living example and witness to

full salvation can be found everywhere.
The existing denominations were influenced greatly by
this interdenominational work.

In some instances the issue

of holiness became a controversial issue.

The same

Methodist Church, which gave forth the call for a return to
holiness preaching, soon regarded the uholiness people 1t as
competitors and began officially to voice her disapproval of
the whole movement.

Consequently, there was a general

exodus out of the old line denomination.

Many felt that this

antagonism to the Wesleyan doctrine, along with other
liberalizing tendencies in the church, was too indicative of
the probable trend of future action.

Therefore, many smaller

holiness churches appeared from time to time until, about
1910, a move got under way to consolidate these bodies.

This

movement toward the merging of smaller holiness groups into
larger denominations has continued to the present time.
In the third place, the Holiness Revival gave rise to
colleges, Bible schools, and other training centers for
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Christian workers.

Since the established educational

institutions had become contaminated with liberalism and
Eotnti-holiness thought, the need was deemed very great.

The

new colleges and Bible schools served to battle heresy and
perpetuate the revival spirit which had so characterized the
holiness people.
To these influences should be added holiness papers
and books which sprang directly from the friends of the
Movement.

Also, new holiness camps were opened, foreign

missionary work was invigorated, and hundreds of holiness
preachers and evangelists were sent into fields of labor.
The Holiness Revival was a providence of God,
calculated to reach and offset one of the ebb tides in the
church.

It was a revivaJ_, pure and s:tmple, related to all

other things in the church, but with the express purpose of
getting people ready for heaven.

That it realized its purpose,

there is no doubt, though heaven alone will reveal all that
was accomplished.
Finally it has been observed that the days preceding
the Holiness Revival strangely parallel some present day
conditions.

The religious apostasy threatening America

during the 1860's was much like the current situation.

The

nation was then, and is now, in the backwash of a great world
conflict.

Crime ancl vice have contj_nued on every hand.

Political leadership is again at low tide.

Communism
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threatens to destroy the economic order.

Liberalism, once

again, has invaded the field of religion, and some of the
schools, which developed as a result of the Holiness Revival,
are now controlled by thl.s element.

As in the days prior to

the Holiness Revival, many evangelical churches admit the
need of a revival of pure and undefiled religion and that the
only standard of such a revival is Holiness unto the Lord.
A great number of godly and devout people sincerely
believe that, once more, a far-reaching and long-lasting
revival will come to this nation.

There are evidences today

which would lead one to believe that once more the nation j_s
standing on the threshold of such a revival.

This writer

believes it will come if leaders, comparable to Inskip and
his followers, rely upon the Holy Spirit and, through the
power of Pentecostal prayer, give themselves in waiting and
working to this end.
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